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ABSTRACT
Model bicrystals made by adhering pieces of near-single-crystal styrene-isoprene-
styrene (SIS) cylindrical block copolymer (BCP), produced by a roll-casting process;
yield various types of pure tilt grain boundaries. The study of the deformation of the
bicrystals, each containing one grain boundary, enables a deeper understanding of the
influences grain boundaries and the incompatibilities between them have on mechanical
behavior. Mechanical properties and deformation of near-single-crystal systems provide
a reference base for the expected bicrystal behavior. We consider various aspects of
incompatibility that can arise from joining two highly anisotropic grains together (i.e.
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, deformation mode(s)). Experimentally, the structure of
grain boundaries was characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM). In
deformation experiments, optical microscopy was employed to examine the deformation
gradient in the specimen and in situ small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) was used to
monitor the microdomain structural evolution. Finally, finite element simulations
illustrated the state of strains of the bicrystal.
The symmetric (45-45) bicrystal turns out to be the most complex system, despite
of the simplest geometry. Due to the opposite orientation of the grains, the deformation
of the symmetric bicrystal results in a rigid translation of the grain boundary. A
triangular shaped influence region indicates that the influence distance varies along the
grain boundary length. A portion of the influence region has limited expansion and is
slightly sheared along the grain boundary. Another portion of the influence region
experiences high tension. For the asymmetric (90-45) bicrystal, the deformation is mostly
influenced by the difference in deformation modes: dilation vs. shearing. The distortion
due to deformation in the diagonal grain induces rotation and advances the deformation
in the perpendicular grain near the grain boundary. For the asymmetric (90-0) bicrystal,
the most influential factors are the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio. The much
softer perpendicular grain assumes most of the deformation by extensive dilation and
lateral contraction. Near the grain boundary, the perpendicular grain is constrained by
the rigid parallel grain such that its deformation is impeded. The influence region in the
perpendicular grain is narrow and invariant along the grain boundary length.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Block polymers have the ability to microphase separate and self assemble into
microdomain structures. Depending on the composition, they can form different
morphologies for simple A/B diblock copolymers: lamellae, cylinders, spheres and the
more complicated bicontinuous double gyroid network structures. This self-assembly
process is an ideal way for making nano-composites, since block contributes its unique
properties to the whole system and the blocks are linked covalently at the junction point.
A glassy-rubbery block copolymer is an example of a self-assembled composite
system. Its properties can range from that of a thermoplastic elastomer, where the
majority component is the rubber, to that of a rubber-toughened thermoplastic, at the
opposite end of composition spectrum. The thermoplastic elastomer possesses physical
cross-links that are formed by the association into domains of the minority glassy
component. At temperatures below the glass transition temperature of the glassy
component, the material behaves as an elastomer. When heated above the glass transition
temperature, the thermoplastic elastomer can be remolded. This characteristic provides an
advantage over a normal chemically cross-linked elastomer. Rubber toughened
thermoplastics are less prone to brittle fracture than normal thermoplastics because the
rubber particles extensively nucleate crazes and shear bands in the glassy domain.
These interesting macroscopic properties of block copolymer composites arise
from processing conditions and their structures occurring at various length scales. At the
smallest scale, noncrystalline block polymers consist of coil-like chains composed of two
or more blocks. Because of chemical interaction between the different types of repeat
unit, the blocks with the same chemical structures prefer each other and avoid contact
with those of a different type. This yields microphase separation and formation of
microdomains at a scale ranging from 10 to 100nm in size dependent on the molecular
weight of the polymer to the two-thirds power. This microdomain structure is periodic
in nature. However, the block copolymer is usually not in its global equilibrium state and
the periodic structure does not extend over a large area. Without help from orientation
techniques, grains of differently oriented domains coexist at the micron scale (isotropic
polygranular structure). Grain boundaries, a type of surface defect, are the mismatch
regions where the well-oriented microdomains from different grains meet. Other defects
such as dislocations also exist at the domain-size scale and are part of the non-
equilibrium structure. The structures at all length scales influence the resulting properties
of the block copolymer [1].
There have been efforts to try to understand the relationship between macroscopic
properties and the hierarchical structures of glassy-rubbery block copolymers.
Mechanical properties have been extensively explored [1-17]. Attention has been drawn
to morphological structure at the sub-micron scale rather than the chemical structure at a
smaller scale, since the domain structures are more related to physical properties of the
material. Deformation studies have been done on both simple cast (i.e. polygranular)
samples and well-oriented (i.e. so-called "near-single-crystal") samples. In both types of
systems, microdomains evolve through various stages as the block copolymers deform.
Grain boundaries can strongly influence the deformation. In metallic and ceramics
systems, grain boundary effects are prominent. These internal surface defects are a
determining factor for both transport and mechanical processes. Even though it is
obvious that grain boundaries affect how the material behaves, only a few studies have
been done to characterize block copolymer grain boundaries [18-25]. Fewer studies have
been done to date in order to understand the impact of the grain boundaries on
mechanical properties and the possible deformation phenomenon at the defect regions in
block copolymer materials [11].
This thesis investigates the mechanical behavior of a glassy-rubbery cylindrical
tri-block copolymer with controlled pure-tilt grain boundary structures. The block
copolymer is highly anisotropic with glassy cylinders embedded in rubbery matrix. Each
model grain boundary is achieved by joining two near-single-crystal block-copolymer
filmstrips into a bicrystal specimen. Three different grain boundary geometries are
investigated: a symmetric tilt grain boundary (45-45), an asymmetric tilt grain boundary
(90-45), and a T grain boundary (90-0), where the numbers designate the approximate
orientation angle between the PS cylinder axis and the stretching direction. The local
grain boundary structure is examined using atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Deformation of the bicrystal specimens is monitored via optical microscopy and by small
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). The study of these specific types of grain boundaries
clearly illustrates the effects of incompatibility between the misoriented anisotropic
grains and the influence of the grain boundary on the deformation behavior of each block
copolymer grain.
The next chapter addresses background and previous work on grain boundary and
block copolymer deformation. Chapter 3 describes the experimental procedures: sample
preparation, characterization techniques and system nomenclature. Chapter 4 discusses
the material system of interest in terms of structure and mechanical properties as a
composite. The experimental results on the three types of grain boundary are discussed
in Chapter 5-7. Chapter 8 concludes the finding of this thesis and provides insights into
future work.
CHAPTER 2
Background and Previous Work
The extensive studies of grain boundaries in crystalline (metals, ceramics,
semiconductors) materials illustrate the huge importance of the defect structure on the
material properties [26-28]. The studies on the deformation behavior of polygranular
block copolymers, where various types of grain boundary are present, also illustrate many
interesting phenomena, but the roles of the grain boundaries are still unclear. This
chapter summarizes the background work related to this thesis. The requisite knowledge
observed from previous studies include fundamental characterization of detailed structure
of the various types (pure tilt, pure twist and mixed) of grain boundaries as well as a basic
understanding of the deformation of defect-free single crystals (having no grain
boundaries) and the deformation of polygranular systems. The recent studies of block
copolymer grain boundary structures and the deformation behavior of near-single-crystal
texture specimens provide the impetus for the current work. This chapter discusses the
structural characteristics of grain boundaries and deformation behavior of glassy-rubbery
block copolymer. The present work will permit the eventual understanding of the
commercially important deformation behavior of polygranular block copolymers.
2.1 Grain boundary
Symmetry and periodic structure are fundamental features in the study of
materials. Many types of materials are composed of small units that are arranged into
ordered structures, and these can be described by the various translational, rotational,
mirror etc. symmetries. Such ideal periodic structures can be systematically described
and the properties well understood. The relationship of the structure with the observed
material properties has been very useful in the engineering of materials. In all crystalline
materials, the long-range-ordered structure is always interrupted by various types of
defects. Defects can be OD (e.g. vacancies, interstitials), 1D (e.g. dislocation,
disclination) or 2D (e.g. grain boundary, domain wall).
Grain boundaries are a type of 2D structural defects, and play important roles in
various aspects of material behavior. The grain boundary plane is the region of mismatch
between two ordered domains or grains. The defective configuration of grain boundaries
modifies various material characteristics, for example, deformation and transport. As a
result, grain boundaries become key in controlling material properties.
As a region breaks rotational and translational symmetry of an ordered structure,
grain boundaries can be geometrically characterized. Since a grain boundary is a surface
between two misoriented grains, there are specific low energy ways in which two ordered
grains can be related. It requires at least five degrees of freedom to specify a grain
boundary in a 3D structure: two variables for the rotation axis vector, one variable for the
rotation angle and two variables for the grain boundary plane normal vector [27,29] as
shown in Figure 2.1 Two simple types of grain boundaries are pure tilt and pure twist
grain boundaries. A tilt grain boundary has its rotation axis perpendicular to the grain-
boundary-plane normal. A twist grain boundary has its rotation axis parallel to the grain-
boundary-plane normal. A general (mixed) grain boundary has both tilt and twist.
Geometric characterization of grain boundary systematically, yet simply, categorizes the
structure.
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Figure 2.1 The bicrystal model illustrates the degrees of freedom in which two crystals
can be related. The grain boundary plane normal axis, the rotation axis and the rotation
angle are the variables in the construction of the bicrystal.
Although the grain boundary geometry can be described for all materials, the
local structure of the grain boundary is different from one material to the other. For
example, in pure metals, grain boundaries are a very narrow (<lnm wide) structural
mismatch region where the chemical composition is retained. In metal alloys, grain
boundaries can be either a chemical and/or structurally separate layer or merely a
mismatch region. In ceramics, grain boundaries are usually comprised of a thin glassy
phase layer between crystalline grains. Segregation of impurities to the interface layer is
common in both metals and ceramics. In semi-crystalline polymers, grain boundaries are
the non-crystalline regions between the spherulites. These various types of grain
boundary structures impact material properties in different ways [28].
The deformation behavior, which is the main concern of this thesis, is greatly
influenced by grain boundaries. In metals, deformation primarily involves movement of
dislocation line defects. Grain boundaries toughen metallic materials by inhibiting
dislocation movement. With increasing deformation, accumulation of dislocation near
the grain boundary results in strain hardening, which can be directly related to the grain
boundary area and grain size. Grain boundaries also indirectly impact the mechanical
behavior of the material by being a sink for impurity atom accumulation as well as a
nucleation site for second-phase particles. In oxides and ceramics, grain boundaries
contribute to brittle deformation by providing an easy path for crack propagation. The
dislocation pile-up at the grain boundary can also produce large stress concentration,
which is sufficient to indirectly nucleate a crack. At elevated temperature, creep operates
via many grain-boundary-related mechanisms such as grain boundary sliding, grain
boundary migration and grain boundary fracture. Coalescence of grain boundary
cavitation also leads to catastrophic failure via creep fracture [26]. Through these various
examples in conventional materials, it is simply evident that grain boundaries are an
extremely important factor in the determination of material behavior.
Grain Boundaries in Block Copolymers
Although the study of block copolymers is still quite young compared to that of
conventional materials, the characterization of block copolymer grain boundaries has
been investigated [19,21-23,30]. Research work shows that the block copolymer grain
boundary, in most cases, comprises of a co-continuous region unlike in semicrystalline
polymer where the grain boundary is a noncrystalline interface region [30]. Block
copolymer microphase separation can form different morphological structures (e.g. D
translational order (lamellae), 2D translational order (cylinders) and 3D translational
order (Gyroid and spheres). For ID lamellar morphology, the twist grain boundaries
yield either helicoids section at low twist angle (Figure 2.2) or the Scherk's minimal
surface at a wide range of twist angle (Figure 2.3). At low angle, Scherk's surface
collapses into a single screw dislocation, which is non-singular [21-23]. Lamellar
symmetric tilt grain boundaries can be chevron and omega types, depending on tilt angle.
The asymmetric grain boundary in an extreme case forms a T-junction. The schematics
of various tilt grain boundaries are shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.2 The illustration of the helicoids section, which is a form of low-angle twist
grain boundaries in lamellar SBS triblock copolymer. Figure is taken from (Gido et al.
1997).
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Figure 2.3 The illustration of the Scherk's minimum surface, which is a form of twist
grain boundaries in lamellar SBS triblock copolymer. Figure is taken from (Gido et al.
1993).
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Figure 2.4 The various types of tilt grain boundaries that can form in a lamellar system.
(a) The symmetric tilt. The tilt angle, 01, is defined to be the angle between the two
lamellar plane normals. (b) The asymmetric tilt. The angle 9, measured between the
boundary plane and the symmetric plane, is not zero. (c) The T-geometry with q= 4 50.
The in-plane symmetric tilt, which does not produce a grain boundary. Figure is taken
from (Gido et al. 1994).
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For 2D cylindrical morphology (the structural form of interest in this thesis), the
grain boundary characterization has not been pursued extensively. The grain boundary is
the region between two domains or grains with long-range order. It is noted that the
cylindrical microdomain can be discontinuous across the grain boundary. For the 3D
periodic structure, the grain boundary characteristics for the bcc spheres appear to be
similar to those in atomic polycrystals. Most of the block copolymer grain boundaries
are expected to satisfy the constant mean curvature construction, which minimizes
interfacial energy [19] .
Due to these structural differences, defects in block copolymer contribute
differently to deformation. Within the experimental time frame, block copolymer defects
are immobile. Unlike metals where dislocation motions accompany deformation,
dislocations and disclinations in block copolymer only generate stress concentrated area
due to structural non-homogeneity. In metals or ceramics, the structural units in the next
structural level from the grain boundaries are the unit cells. In block copolymers, the
width of the grain boundaries is in the same length scale as the microdomain structure.
The structure at the next smaller length scale is connected molecular chains that span
across from one microdomain to the other, i.e. from the PS cylindrical fiber to the matrix.
The molecular chains in block copolymers, which are essentially frozen in glassy state at
both ends for an ABA triblock copolymer, have limited movement. Although the
rubbery matrix can shear to some extent, the microdomain can only be displaced locally.
This structural connectivity of the block copolymers (i.e. the absence of dislocation
mechanisms) would contribute to a different plastic deformation behavior compared to
that of the crystalline metals and ceramics. In metals, grain boundaries serve as a barrier
to dislocation movement, but in block copolymers, grain boundaries are more similar to
the boundaries between incompatible grains. Across the grain boundary, each grain
adjusts itself to accommodate the deformation processes of the other grains. Grain
boundaries and the adjacent grains impose distinct boundary conditions on a block
copolymer grain and influence the grain deformation.
If a grain boundary were merely the end surface of a grain, the influenced distant
could be estimated similarly to the correlation distance in the end effect study as
described in Saint Venant's Principle. Saint Venant's Principle estimates the correlation
length, that is, the distance influenced by the edges or the grips, to be approximately one
specimen width away from the edge (grips). This fact helps explain the deviations that
arise in the deformation tests and allows the modification of the test conditions.
Although Saint Venant's Principle explores a great detail of end effect at various
deformation settings such as tension and torsion, it does not sufficiently cover the end
effects in an anisotropic body such as is studied in this thesis.
The investigations of end effects in highly anisotropic bodies show that the
correlation length cannot be justified through Saint Venant's Principle [31] [32]. An
alternative method of describing the correlation length is through the decay of the stored
elastic energy. Accordingly, the correlation length can be formulated as 'the
characteristic decay length' in the following equation [33]
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where X is the characteristic decay length,
w is the lateral dimension or the specimen width,
E is the Young's modulus along the axis of the specimen,
G is the shear modulus along the axis of the specimen.
It was shown that for an isotropic material with E/G between 2.6-3.0, the decay
length is about 1.6w-1.7w [32]. For a highly anisotropic material with large E/G, the
decay length can be as large as 16w-17w for a block copolymer microcomposite or 15w
for single crystalline polyethylene fiber [34,35]. These values also depend on the
orientation of the fibers with respect to the stretching direction. The off-axis specimens
have lower E/G values and thus lower decay length. Well-aligned block copolymers are
highly anisotropic with ---- 100 [36], where the subscripts represent the orientation ofE90
the cylinders with respect to the stretching direction. The decay length for the
perpendicular (90) orientated specimen is about 1.7w, similar to the isotropic system
[2,3,37]. In order to accurately measure the mechanical properties of an anisotropic
structure, the specimen should be made such that the length to width ratio exceeds twice
the decay length.
Instead of avoiding the stress gradient by making the specimen sufficiently long,
some studies directly solve for the stress-strain behavior as a function of the length to
width ratio. For an off angle specimen where the alignment axis is not parallel to the
stretching direction, the observed modulus along the force axis, El1, for a 2D plane stress
system can be corrected by a factor, rl, given in the following equations [38]
Ell *  =  E ll(I-- 1
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where El, * is the apparent modulus in the stretching direction,
El is the modulus in the stretching direction,
S,6 is the compliant coefficient in the stretching direction due to in plane
shear,
S,11 is the compliant coefficient in the stretching direction due to tension
along the stretching direction,
I is the longitudinal dimension of the specimen,
h is half of the lateral dimension of the specimen (2h=w).
Thus, the end effects in anisotropic bodies cannot be explained with a single formulation
but depend on the orientation of the anisotropic structure to the applied force direction.
When two well-aligned grains are joined together to form a bicrystal, different
boundary conditions are imposed on each grain by its neighbors. Therefore,
understanding the end effects in this bicrystal single grain boundary system is challenging
since the problem does not necessarily involve a fixed boundary condition normally
imposed by a grip. The deformation of a block copolymer grain is dictated by its
intrinsic deformation behavior, which depends on its microdomain orientation with
respect to the stretching direction, and also by the deformation processes in the adjacent
grain. The present study of block copolymer bicrystal allows us to understand these
influences on this important type of behavior.
Past studies on block copolymer deformation provide foundation for the study of
bicrystal specimens. A brief review of the deformation behavior of polygranular and
well-aligned glassy-rubbery block copolymers are given in the following section.
2.2 Deformation of Glassy-Rubbery Block Copolymers
2.2.1 Deformation of Unoriented Lamellar and Cylindrical Block Copolymers
Previous deformation studies of unoriented (i.e. isotropic, polygranular) block
copolymers demonstrate interesting microstructural changes accompanying macroscopic
mechanical behavior. The following sections describe the studies that have been done on
un-oriented glassy-rubbery-glassy block copolymers. We focus on the deformation of
ABA triblock copolymers with glassy end blocks (usually PS) and a rubbery mid block
(usually PI or PB).
Deformation of Lamellar Microdomains
Lamellae are a 1D periodic system, which is the simplest periodic structure.
Hashimoto et al. deformed un-oriented SBS tri-block copolymer films spin cast from
solution and examined the films using TEM and SAXS [7]. TEM micrographs illustrated
multi-grain lamellar structures as shown in Figure 2.5. They demonstrated the plastic-to-
rubber transition phenomenon for such structures by performing cyclic loading (Figure
2.6). For the first cycle, the material yielded at 5% and exhibited plastic behavior by
necking and drawing up to about 180% strain where it became rubbery and was able to
achieve a very high extension most of which is recoverable. After the first cycle, the
material behaved like a rubber and no yield point was observed. The samples deformed
to 85% and 500% strain were stained in the stretching stage under an applied strain with
Os04 vapor for 48 hours to fix the structure. Due to some relaxation, the samples
partially recovered to 64% and 200% strain respectively. TEM micrographs showed that
at large deformation, the styrene domains were fragmented and the system essentially
became a styrene particle filled rubber. SAXS was also used to monitor the
microstructural changes as the sample was deformed (Figure 2.7). As the sample was
stretched, the lamellar layers perpendicular to the loading direction expanded and the
spacing became larger (Figure 2.7: 5% and 10%). At about 30% strain, a four-point
pattern indicated the onset of lamellar buckling (kinking) where the layers were slanting
towards the stretching direction. From 30% to 200% elongation, which corresponded to
the plastic regime, the lobes in the four-point pattern shifted toward the equator
demonstrating that the sample deformed in such a way that the lamellar normal tilted
away from the force direction and the lamellae became more parallel to the stretching
direction. This can be interpreted as a higher degree of buckling. A TEM micrograph of
a sample deformed to 85% (Figure 2.8 (a)) confirmed the buckling event and showed that
necking and drawing process evolved by shearing, kinking and disrupting of the periodic
stacking of the domains. At large strain, the Bragg scattering lobes disappeared. TEM
showed the breakup of the glassy domains, where the polystyrene fragments dispersed in
the rubbery matrix (Figure 2.8 (b)). S6qu61a and Prud'homme deformed a lamellar
block copolymer with a low styrene content (29 wt%), styrene-b-hydrogenated
butadiene-b-styrene (ShBS) triblock copolymer that showed yielding at 5% strain [39].
They observed four-point SAXS pattern from 20% to130%, which indicated kinking.
The kink angle, the angle between the stretching direction and the lamellae normal, was
measured to be around 20 degrees. In contrast to the work of Hashimoto et al., the angle
stayed at around 20 degrees as the sample was continuously deformed. Similar to
Hashimoto et al., they concluded that disruption and reorientation process accompanied
yielding. However, the deformation after yielding was proposed to be accomplished by
grain shearing where each grain was considered as an entity and the angle of the grain
relative to the system did not change with shearing to account for the fixed four point
lobe position vs. strain. The schematics in Figure 2.9 demonstrated the proposed model.
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Figure 2.5 (Left) TEM micrograph of grain structure of an unoriented SBS block
copolymer film. Figure is taken from (Hashimoto et al. 1979).
Figure 2.6 (Right) Stress vs. extension ratio for cyclic deformation of lamellar block
copolymer. Figure is taken from (Hashimoto et al. 1979).
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Figure 2.7 SAXS patterns during deformation of unoriented SBS
Figure is taken from (Hashimoto et al. 1979).
block copolymer.
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Figure 2.8 TEM micrographs of SBS unoriented block copolymer deformed to 80% and
500%. Figure is taken from (Hashimoto et al. 1979).
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Figure 2.9 Schematics of grain arrangement under deformation. Figure is taken from
(Sequ~la and Prud'homme 1981).
Yamaoka and Kimura employed SBS star block copolymer, processed via
injection molding and used TEM to monitor the morphological change under the fracture
surfaces of the polygranular sample [16,17]. The originally unoriented domains appeared
better aligned after tensile testing, indicating that shear yielding took over in the
deformation process with yield point at around 5% strain. Along with shear yielding,
fragmentation of glassy domains was also observed similarly to other previous
experiments.
Deformation of Cylindrical Microdomains
Pakula et al. studied the deformation of solution cast SBS triblock copolymer
realizing the various structure levels in a block copolymer system as shown in Figure
2.10 [14]. The structural evolution monitored with SAXS was similar to that of the
unoriented lamellar systems but it progressed more slowly as shown in Figure 2.11. At
small strain (20% strain), the SAXS pattern shows that the meridianal scattering maxima
that correspond to domains perpendicular to the SD shift closer to a lower 0, which
indicates larger microdomain spacing. As the specimen was stretched further to around
70% strain, the meridianal spots disappear. The authors argue that this might be caused
by the lost of periodic order along that direction or the reorientation of the
perpendicularly oriented microdomains. The equatorial scattering spots, which
corresponded to the microdomains parallel to the stretching direction, also disappeared at
around 100% strain where the four-point pattern was observed. At that point, the author
suggested that the parallel oriented domains had been fragmented or had reoriented into
inclined configurations.
As the deformation increased, the four-point pattern changed in shape and
orientation. The authors reasoned that this was caused by changes in domain lengths and
orientation. They also conclude that the PB molecular orientation is held responsible for
the deformation behavior during large deformation stage (beyond 300% strain), since the
four-point pattern revealed the final fiber orientation (the angle between the fiber axis and
the stretching direction) at -200 rather than 00. At very high deformation close to
fracture, the scattering maxima disappeared indicating that the glassy domains might
have broken up causing loss of microdomain periodicity. It was noted that this stage was
not observed in the samples that fractured at early stage. The pre-mature fractures were
probably caused by some source of inhomogeneity.
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Figure 2.10 Different structural levels in an unoriented SBS block copolymer with
cylindrical morphology, where PS cylinders are embedded in the PB matrix: (a)
"molecular level"; (b) "sub microscopic level"; (c) "microscopic level". Figure is taken
from (Pakula et al. 1985).
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Figure 2.11 SAXS patterns of deformed sample (TR1102) at various draw ratios. Figure
taken from (Pakula et al. 1985).
A few studies have been done on the unoriented cylindrical block copolymers but
mostly concerned the microdomain and molecular structural levels. Many studies realize
the importance of the grain structure where the superposition of many anisotropic bodies
can introduce the fluctuation of local deformation, and where the influence of the grain
boundaries that can dominate the overall macroscopic behavior [8,14]. However, only
elusive speculations have been made regarding the roles of grains and grain boundaries.
In summary, previous experiments have shown that the unoriented block
copolymer systems with lamellar and cylindrical morphologies show similar deformation
behaviors. Shear yielding is responsible for the linear elastic response at low strain.
Crossing to the plastic regime, different structural mechanisms (e.g. PS domain
fragmentation for parallel oriented grains, reorientation, grain shearing and grain rotation
for non parallel oriented grains) are associated with yielding and drawing, which allows
the material to attain a large elongation and exhibit a large mechanical hysteresis.
However, at high deformation, the stiff PS domains are broken resulting in a plastic to
rubber transition. Then, the material becomes rubbery and the subsequent stress-strain
cycles are nearly reversible [4].
2.2.2 Deformation of Oriented Lamellar and Cylindrical Block Copolymers
When a polygranular specimen is deformed, the macroscopic response is
integrated over the collection of grains. The grains experience and respond to the force
differently depending on the particular orientation of the microdomain, but the
mechanical behavior of the variously oriented grains is interdependent. This yields a
complex system, which is difficult to analyze. Having a well-aligned microdomain
structure allows us to gain insight into how an individual grain responds to forces. The
pioneering work on deformation of oriented near-single-crystal block copolymer gives a
better understanding of block copolymer mechanics where anisotropy plays an important
role. Previous work has been done on both lamellar and cylindrical systems.
Deformation of Lamellar Microdomains
In lamellar systems, studies showed that mechanical response depends on the
deformation direction. Allen et al. investigated the low strain mechanical properties of an
injection-molded sample subjected to small strain oscillatory shear [40]. Through
birefringence and TEM observations, the sample showed a near-single-crystal texture
(Figure 2.12(a)). The Composite theory was used to describe the system and to predict
macroscopic elastic constants, which turned out to agree with the experimental values for
different straining directions (Figure 2.12(b)). The SBS lamellar block copolymers also
exhibit mechanical anisotropy with E- 3 [4,40].
Eo0
A more detailed study of deformation of lamellar microdomains employed the
roll-casting technique to create an oriented lamellar structure. SAXS and TEM were used
to characterize the well aligned samples at different extents of deformation and for
various angles of the force with respect to the lamellar normal [4]. At small strain, the
material proceeded with linear elastic deformation up to yielding. Parallel deformation
(stretching direction parallel in lamellar plane) involved stretching of glassy domains.
While deformation in other directions primarily involved shearing and stretching of the
rubbery domains. After yielding (Ey- 5%), parallel deformation progressed by stable
necking while deformation to high strains in other directions occurred via kinking of
microdomains.
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Figure 2.12 (a) TEM micrograph illustrates well-aligned texture, (b) Young modulus vs.
angle of deformation for well-oriented lamellar SBS block copolymer. Angle of
deformation (0) is the angle between the force direction and the domain orientation.
Figure is taken from (Allen et al. 1991).
Figure 2.13(a) depicts kink bands resulting from kinking. With increasing strain
in the perpendicular deformation case, the four-point pattern spots elongate and move
towards the equator at a constant d-spacing, designating an increased degree of bending
or a decreased kink angle (Figure 2.13b and Figure 2.13d)). At large strain, the glassy
domains fragmented, allowing the material to achieve higher extension. In perpendicular
deformation, the glassy layers form a v-shape hinge, resulting in symmetric kink
boundaries, which appeared as a parallel set of symmetric tilt grain boundaries confining
long narrow grains (see Figure 2.13a). Diagonal (450) deformation on the other hand
resulted in asymmetric kink boundaries, which composed of major and minor limbs
(Figure 2.13 (c)).
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Figure 2.13 TEM micrographs and SAXS patterns of roll-cast SBS block copolymer
deformed perpendicularly (a and b) and diagonally (c and d). The stretching direction is
along the vertical axis. SAXS patterns (b and d) illustrate the evolution of the structures
with deformation from undeformed (top) to large deformation (bottom). (b) shows
symmetric rotation of reflection spots away from the deformation axis to angle a. Vector
q, define the position of the reflection spots at a. At low deformation, the meridianal
streaks defined by vector qz correspond to the remained periodicity in vertical direction at
hinges. (d) demonstrates that with deformation, the reflection spots, which are
originally at angle a+ relative to the deformation axis, rotate to angle a+. The minor
reflection spots, corresponding to small limps of the kink, appear at angle a_ to the
deformation axis. Figure is taken from (Cohen et al. 2000).
Yamaoka and Kimura also observed similar perpendicular deformation result in
an earlier experiment [16,17]. Compression molded SBS star block copolymer gave a
well-oriented texture. TEM micrograph of a sample fractured under tensile force
perpendicular to the lamellar plates shows zigzag texture and small voids in rubbery
domains. They argued that, "those microcavities were responsible for whitening in the
region near the fracture surface" and would grow into microcracks.
Deformation of Cylindrical Microdomains
For cylindrical ABA triblock copolymer, Keller et al. studied deformation of
samples oriented by passing the microphase separated melt through an orifice (capillary
rheometer method at Tg Ps< T < TODT). This processing resulted in an excellent
orientation of the cylinder axes along the flow direction. In the elastic regime, the
behavior of this material, which was treated as nearly perfect composite, can be described
in terms of the compliance tensor for a material with 6mm uniaxial symmetry [12,36].
Moreover, the dependence of the stiffness on the stretching direction can be calculated
using simple ideal fiber-reinforced matrix models [2,41]. Figure 2.14 illustrates the
theoretical values and the experimental values of the Young's modulus vs. the orientation
angle of the cylinders. In following microstructural changes with deformation, the work
by Keller et al. using SBS block copolymer concentrated on parallel deformation. The
system exhibited a yield point at 3% strain. Subsequent necking and drawing was
associated with fragmentation of glassy domains, which was confirmed by TEM
micrographs of an Os0 4 deformed specimen. The disruption of the PS microdomain
structure was responsible for the lower modulus of the subsequent loading cycles.
However, if the system was heated up, the morphology could be healed with the axial
modulus returning to its original value. The influence of the holding time at large strain
was also investigated. The sample showed stress relaxation and samples that were fully
relaxed could not be healed with the heat treatment.
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Figure 2.14 Young modulus vs. angle of deformation for well-oriented cylindrical SBS
block copolymer. Angle of deformation (0) is the angle between the force direction and
the domain orientation. Figure is taken from (Arridge et al. 1972).
For perpendicular deformation, SAXS patterns viewed along the cylinder axis
showed affine behavior up to 20%. Beyond 30% strain, the authors claimed that the
single crystal texture was destroyed and randomized. Directional cracks along the
rubbery matrix also developed in the samples deformed more than 10%, the point below
which the strain was completely reversible. Hadziioannou et al. performed a similar
experiment on reciprocating-shear-aligned cylinders. They deformed their SIS block
copolymer to about 50% and confirmed by SAXS the affine behavior at low strain (up to
-45% strain) where the sample recovered completely upon unloading [6]. At large
strain, a transition from affine deformation to chevron formation (kinking) was observed
OM 
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[10]. X-patterns from SAXS showed that kinking occurred at about 100-130% strain.
TEM images depicted the kink formation. At higher deformation, similar to what was
observed in lamellar oriented systems, the kink angle decreased while the inter cylinder
spacing stayed approximately the same (Figure 2.15). This is well illustrated by the peak
movement along an arc of an imaginary circle (Figure 2.17). The SAXS patterns,
including those along cylindrical axis showed distorted hexagonal array (Figure 2.16 (a)).
TEM images (Figure 2.16(b)) enabled the construction of a 3D model for the large strain
deformation of a cylindrical system [9].
Other types of deformation rather than perpendicular deformation described
above have been performed. In the study done by Pakula et al. on press molded SBS
block copolymers, the same chevron formation was reported to also take place for
parallel and diagonal deformation at large deformation (600%). It was argued that, "at
highest deformation, the bridging molecules control the deformation" regardless of the
stretching direction, which is the same conclusion drawn for the unoriented system [14].
At that stage, the system can be thought of as a composite of rubbery matrix and
dispersed short glassy rods where the rubbery portion of the sample carries the entire
load. The rubber molecules stretched along the pulling direction and the PS rods inclined
to that direction as shown in Figure 2.18. In another study, a press molded cylindrical
system with hydrogenated mid-block was subjected to small oscillatory strain [42]. Since
a press-molded sample was not perfectly aligned, grain reorientation and perfection of
lattice order were held responsible for the non-affine deformation both parallel and
perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
From the previous studies, the mechanical behavior of the cylindrical block
copolymer which is the material of interest for this thesis is better understood. The near-
single-crystal system simplifies the typically complex granular system such that
mechanical properties can be directly related to the microdomain structure evolution.
Since the well aligned microdomain structure is highly anisotropic, its behavior varies
significantly with the orientation relative to the stretching direction. In a polygranular
system, these differently oriented domains coexist and contribute to the total-system
response. The first stage of deformation involves expansion of the perpendicularly
oriented domains that probably leads to loss of microdomain periodicity and
microdomain reorientation. The second stage involves glassy fragmentation and/or
reorientation of the parallel domains. In the third stage, different domains or grains
become inclined to the stretching direction; the domains are in intermediate angles
between 0 and 90, reflected in the SAXS four-point pattern. Larger kink angle with
increasing strain illustrates that these inclined microdomains tilt further toward the
stretching direction. Even though stages of deformation can be distinguished for the
polygranular system, the interactions between different grains and the influences of the
grain boundaries that also play important roles in the deformation behavior of this
complex system are still unclear. The obtained near-single-crystal deformation
knowledge provides a good basis in understanding the polygranular behavior but more
experimental procedures should be performed in order to understand grain interactions
and the influences of grain boundaries, as we will pursue in this thesis.
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Figure 2.15 Perpendicular deformation of near-single crystal cylindrical block copolymer
viewed transverse to the cylinder axis. The stretching direction is aligned with the
vertical axis. (a) SAXS patterns show that kinking transition occurred around 100-130%
strain and a clear SAXS X-pattern is shown at 320% strain. (b) TEM image depicts the
cylinder kinking (Honeker et al. 2000).
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Figure 2.16 Perpendicular deformation of near-single crystal cylindrical block copolymer
viewed along the cylinder axis: (a) SAXS (b) TEM (Honeker et al. 2000).
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Figure 2.17 Trace of peak position during a loading-unloading cycle for perpendicular
deformation. The arrows indicate the direction of peak movement during the
deformation. The formation of X-pattern appears to follow the arc of a circle. Figure is
taken from (Honeker et al. 2000).
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CHAPTER 3
Experimental Techniques
The deformation study of block copolymer bicrystals is a unique way for understanding
the more general role of the grain boundaries and the compatibility between grains on
mechanical behavior. A simple solution casting technique yields a polygranular block
copolymer structure. Various processing techniques can develop highly oriented
specimens and 'near-single-crystal' texture [2,4,6,12,14,16,41,43,44]. Bicrystal
specimens, which consist of single grain boundary, have to be fabricated individually.
The following sections outline bicrystal preparation and characterization techniques.
3.1 Material System
Poly (styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene), SIS, triblock copolymer with composition
(15kg/mol-72kg/mol-15kg/mol) (29 wt% PS with PDI=1.06) sold under the commercial
name Vector® 4211A, having a cylindrical morphology was employed. A previous
thorough study of the 'near-single-crystal' structure of the same material provides a
foundation for the current bicrystal study, since the single crystal deformation behavior as
a function of the stretching direction (SD) relative to the cylindrical axis direction is well
understood [2,6,8-10].
3.2 Sample Preparation
A bicrystal for macroscopic testing can be made by adhering two well-aligned
structured microdomain films together. Pallets of Vector@ 4211A were dissolved in a
neutral solvent, such as toluene or cumene, at 35wt% polymer concentration. The
solution was used for the roll-cast process, which resulted in a near-single-crystal
textured BCP film having a thickness of 0.3-0.5 mm, and length x width- 20cm x 6cm
[9,10,43]. After roll-casting, the film was then allowed to dry and subsequently annealed
at 60 "C for 12hr and at 110 "C for 24 hrs to further order the structure [45]. The film
was then cut into small strips approximately 2.5mm x 10mm. Two films strips were
aligned at a specific orientation. They were joined together by passing a small amount of
solvent over the interface area and applying a slight pressure to assure the contact. Then
the joined specimen was sandwiched between two substrates separated by spacers that are
as thick as the specimen and annealed at 110 0C for 24 hrs to create a bicrystal with
desired tilt grain boundary geometry.
3.3 Characterization
3.3.1 AFM Characterization of the Grain Boundary
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a non-destructive surface characterization
technique. It provides real space surface information of a material. An atomicly sharp
tip is used to scan over a surface. The tip is attached to the end of a reflective-topped
cantilever, which is mounted on a piezoelectric probe. At a small separation between the
tip and the surface, there is an interaction force between them. As the tip scans on the
surface, a feed back loop can send signals to the piezoelectric component to move the tip
up and down in order to retain a constant interaction force. At the same time, the
movement of the tip due to other surface properties such as topography causes a
deflection of the laser beam on to the back of the cantilever. The deflected beam is
detected by a photodiode. The change in intensity across the photodiode (which
corresponds to the vertical movement of the tip which again relates to the surface
properties) can be back calculated to provide a map of a specific surface property that can
vary the interaction force between the tip and the surface over the area scanned. In the
simplest case, the topographic image is a map of surface altitude, which exploits the fact
that the interaction force changes with the separation distance. A lateral force image for
example maps the frictional force across the scanned region.
The first AFM was built to operate in a contact mode where the tip stays close on
the surface in a repulsive regime. The disadvantage of this mode is that the tip drags over
the surface and can damage soft specimens such as polymeric materials. As a result, non-
contact mode AFM, which operates at a larger distance from the surface in an attractive
regime, was implemented. However, the force can be weak and obscured by
contamination within the separation distance. A tapping mode has also been introduced
to advance the technique. In this mode, the tip vibrates close to its natural frequency at
specific amplitude. The frequency typically ranges from 100 to 1000 kHz. The tip
constantly lightly taps on the surface while it is scanning. The change in vibration
amplitude caused by changing elevation can be mapped out to give a height image. At
the same time, a phase image can be resolved due to any surface mechanical property
contrast, which causes a phase lag in the vibration. The phase image is very useful for
multi-component systems including block copolymers, which have hard (i.e. PS) domains
and soft (i.e. PI) domains.
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Figure 3.1 AFM images of cylindrical block copolymer: height image
(right). Note the excellent long-range order of this roll cast specimen.
(left); phase image
An atomic force microscope, Dimensions 3100® by Digital Instruments, was
used to visualize the various artificial grain boundaries. The tapping mode provides both
height and phase images, where in the phase images, the glassy cylinder and the rubber
matrix are nicely distinguishable. Figure 3.1 provides an example of height and phase
images of well-oriented block copolymer microdomain. This specimen was obtained by
the roll-casting process and the unmodified surface was probed by the AFM. Since the
technique is depth sensitive, the sampled surface needs to be sufficiently smooth and
clean. For the bicrystal specimens, the grain boundary region is trimmed out with a
razorblade and then annealed at 110 0C for 3-6 hours to get rid off any surface residue due
to handling during sample preparation and any major unevenness of the surface. The
surface treatment with the razorblade results in the creation of terraces of the cylinder
layers since the cut is not always parallel to the cylinder plane. Due to the required
cutting of the sample, the grain boundaries observed under the AFM are not the same
ones as those observed in the optical deformation and the in situ SAXS deformation,
although they are equivalent since all samples are fabricated the same way.
3.3.2 Optical Microscopy
The deformation of bicrystals can be observed via optical microscopy, which
provides useful information on microscopic deformation of different regions across the
specimen. Although the grain boundary width is at the sub-micron length scale, the grain
boundary length as well as the grain size is at the millimeter length scale. To monitor the
deformation of different regions of the specimen, a set of gridlines is projected onto the
specimen surface by sputtering gold through the mesh of transmission electron
microscope (TEM) grids. The resulting sample surface consists of square islands of
thin-layered gold (Au), periodically separated by lines of clean area. This grid-decorated
specimen is next observed at various deformation stages under the optical microscope in
reflection mode and in polarization mode. The deformation is done stepwise with a
home-built caliper stretcher.
In the optical photographs, the grid lines are somewhat obscured by the surface
unevenness. For analysis, the faded grid lines are traced in order to aid in visualization.
An example pair of an original image and a traced image is shown in Figure 3.2.
k(b)
Figure 3.2 (a) The optical photograph of a specimen surface deposited with gold through
TEM grids. The dark region is covered with gold. The sample surface variation smears
the appearance of the gridlines. (b) The photographs are traced (dark lines) for better
visualization.
3.3.3 Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
SAXS provides global information about the morphological structure of a
material in reciprocal space. At small theta angles (0-2o), the resolved d spacing is in the
range of 10-100 nm, corresponding to typical block copolymer domain spacings.
For the deformation experiments, we utilized a home built stretcher and
performed in situ SAXS at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). The
x-ray beam was directed through two sets of double slits to the sample, which was
mounted on the stretcher as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The stretcher was secured on a
computer-interfaced motorized stage so that the height and lateral motion can be
controlled to allow the x-ray beam to strike the sample at various chosen positions.
While an in situ experiment can be readily done on a uniform textured sample
such as that of a near-single-crystal sample, it is more difficult for bicrystal samples
containing a single grain boundary. Because the information on the deformation of the
region adjacent to the boundary is as important as the information on the boundary itself
and the x-ray patterns cannot be measured continuously with applied strain, the sample is
strained stepwise. At each strain, several x-ray diffraction patterns were taken at various
locations across the grain boundary to monitor the structural changes with deformation.
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Figure 3.3 In situ SAXS apparatus. (a) A schematic depicting the stretcher with sample
(1), load cell (2), motor (3). (b) A schematic of an in situ SAXS apparatus shows the x-
ray beam path going through the sample (1) producing diffraction patterns on the CCD
screen (2).
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Figure 3.4 Schematics of the specimen locations probed by the incident x-ray beam. (a)
In the bicrystal specimen where the grains are comparably stiff, the sampled-location
distance is determined by assuming approximately homogeneous deformation with the
overall stretch. (b) In the bicrystal specimen with large stiffness contrast, the stiff grain
length is subtracted from the overall current length in order to find the stretch in the soft
grain. The situation illustrated corresponds to a 50% overall strain.
In order to follow a set of locations as the specimen is deformed, the position of a
specific region at higher strains is approximated by the overall stretch multiplied with the
original distance of the sampled location from the grain boundary. This assumes that the
two grains have comparable stiffness as shown in Figure 3.4(a). In the case where the
stiffness contrast between grains is large, the harder grain length is assumed unchanged.
The sampled location distances in the soft grain are calculated accordingly, by
subtracting the stiff grain length from the overall length in order to obtain the
(approximately) true soft grain stretch. The assumption of stationary stiff grain length
was confirmed by x-ray patterns taken during the experiment. An illustration of a typical
set of measurements is given in Figure 3.4(b).
The data acquisition time for x-ray patterns of the sample taken at each strain
ranged from 5 to 10 minutes depending on the desired number of exposures and the
exposure time. Even though stress relaxation is evident, similar to previous experiments,
there is no change of the specimen morphology at this length scale over these time scales
[10]. The experiments were performed during 3 separate trips to CHESS at three
different settings as provided in Table 3.1. This data acquisition process was repeated to
a few-hundred-percent strain for each type of tilt grain boundary studied.
Table 3.1 The x-ray settings for the three in situ SAXS experiments conducted at CHESS.
Tilt Grain Boundary Type
45-45 90-45 90-0
Sample to detector distance (mm) 1227 1603.5 1155
x-ray wavelength (A) 1.32 1.24 1.55
Detector pixel size (gim) 47.1 70.7 51
Number of pixels 1024 1152 1024
Beam size (Lim) 300 400 150
CHESS Beam line G G D
3.3.4 Finite Element Method (FEM)
In addition to the experimental boundary characterization, computational
simulation via commercial software FEM Lab was done to understand the initial bicrystal
response to the applied load at small strain. A simple 2D glassy-rubbery model was used.
The details on apparatus and simulation result are given in Appendix A.
3.4 Coordinate System and Nomenclature
The system that we deal with involves a few arrangements of specific structures at
different length scales. In the next section, we define all the orientation coordinate
systems and orientation related variables.
3.4.1 Coordinate System
The specimen length, width and thickness are aligned with the laboratory frame x-
axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively. The grain boundary is fabricated to lie in the y-z
plane such that grain boundary width and thickness align with y-axis and z-axis
accordingly. In the deformation experiments, the SD is made parallel to the grain
boundary plane normal and is along the laboratory frame x-axis. Figure 3.5 depicts the
specimen setup and the coordinate system.
x-axis specimen/grain length, stretching direction (SD)
y-axis specimen/grain/grain boundary width
z-axis specimen/grain/grain boundary thickness
x-y plane specimen through view
y-z plane grain boundary plane
r0.5 mm
SD SD
Figure 3.5 The specimen coordinate system. The SD is along x-axis, the specimen length
direction.
3.4.2 Microdomain Variables
The cylindrical microdomain orientation is represented by the p director (/ ),
aligned along the cylinder axis. The normal to the cylinder axis, which also coincides
with the direction of the set of x-ray diffractions peaks in the in situ SAXS experiment, is
represented by i . The azimuthal angle between the normal (ni) and the SD is defined as
a, on whichever side of the x-axis that makes the angle falls between 00 and 900 at the
initial stage (0% strain). (See Figure 3.6). The summary of specified variables is as
follows.
/b the cylindrical microdomain orientation,
n the normal to the cylinders,
a the azimuthal angle between n and SD.
n I I
SD SD
3
2
Figure 3.6 (a) The morphological variables related to the cylindrical microdomain
structure and the SD. The specimen frame is assigned with the 1-2-3-coordinate system,
where the cylinders are aligned with the 3-axis. (b) The corresponding x-ray scattered
peaks are given for the diagonally oriented grain with near-single-crystal texture. The x-
ray maxima correspond to the 1, [3- and /F7 peaks.
3.5 Grain Boundary Geometry
The resulting bicrystal specimens are made to contain a single pure tilt grain
boundary. (Thus the terms 'grain boundary' and 'bicrystal' will be used
interchangeably.) The deformation is such that the SD is always parallel to the initial
orientation of the grain boundary normal as shown in Figure 3.6. The three types of
bicrystal under investigation in this thesis exploit the three prominent types of single
grain deformation: parallel (00), diagonal (450) and perpendicular (90"). (The numbers
designate the orientation angle between the fiber axis and the SD). The first bicrystal,
which is named 'symmetric (45-45)' bicrystal, contains a symmetric tilt grain boundary
that is made up of two oppositely arrayed or mirror oriented diagonal grains. The
microdomain cylinder orientation angle is aligned at intermediate angle close to 450 to
the SD. The second bicrystal type contains an asymmetric 'T (90-0)' grain boundary
that joins a perpendicular (90") grain and a parallel (0") grain and is called 'T' bicrystal.
The third bicrystal contains an asymmetric grain boundary that joins a perpendicular
(90") grain to a diagonal (45") grain and is called 'asymmetric (90-45)' bicrystal. The
schematics for the three types of pure tilt bicrystals are shown in Figure 3.7.
Symmetric
45-45
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P x90-45
Figure 3.7 The array of lines and corresponding director represent the cylindrical
microdomain alignment. The PS cylinders are represented by the dark lines but the
drawing is not to scale.
CHAPTER 4
SIS Material System and Single Grain Deformation
Behavior
This chapter explores the material system of interest, SIS cylindrical block copolymer, in
terms of structure and mechanical properties. The deformation behavior of the near-
single-crystal systems is examined as the first step toward understanding the bicrystal
systems. At the end of the chapter, the predictions on the mechanical behavior of the
three model bicrystals are also discussed.
4.1 Material Structure and Mechanical Properties
4.1.1 Material Structure
Poly (styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene), SIS, triblock copolymer with composition
(15kg/mol-72kg/mol-15kg/mol) with 29wt% PS yields a PS cylindrical morphology with
hexagonal packing. The idealized structure is depicted in Figure 4.1. The microdomain
period scales with N2/3 where N is the number of monomeric repeats in a molecular
chain. From the previous experiments, the microdomain period of 3 lnm with a cylinder
radius of 8.3nm yields the cylinder volume fraction of 30%, which agrees well with the
given polystyrene fraction [10].
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Figure 4.1 The microphase separated structure of the 421 1A® SIS block copolymer
yields a hexagonal packed cylindrical composite with polystyrene (PS) as the fibers and
polyisoprene (PI) as the matrix. The cylinders are aligned with the flow direction (roll-
cast direction).
4.1.2 Structure and Macroscopic Mechanical Parameters
The hexagonal packed cylindrical structure can be approximated as a transversely
isotropic body. Material properties within the isotropic plane, which is the plane
perpendicular to the cylinder (fiber) axis, are the same in all transverse directions and
significantly different from the properties along the fiber axis. The specimen coordinate
system, which is not always aligned with the laboratory coordinate system, is designated
such that the cylinder axis is along the 3-direction as shown in Figure 4.1. Due to the
given symmetry, the system can be described with only five independent elastic constants
[46-48]. The stiffness matrix (Cij) and the compliance matrix (Sij) of such system
(Equation 4.1-4.2) contain five independent coefficients, because the shear component in
the isotropic plane can be expressed in terms of normal components. These five
coefficients can be converted into measurable quantities such as longitudinal and
transverse moduli (Eij), Poisson ratios (vij), shear modulus (,ijj) and bulk modulus. A
convenient form of some of these measurable values is expressed in a compliant matrix
Equation 4.3. There are six variables in the equation, but shear modulus .12 can be
related to the other variables through the following relationship.
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4.2 Single Crystal Deformation
4.2.1 Composite Elastic Modulus of 4211A
In the exploration of this composite structure, the mechanical properties,
especially the elastic moduli, of the system for different fiber orientations relative to the
stretching direction (SD) have been calculated and measured [2,8,10]. The study of the
well-oriented microdomain system with 'near- single-crystal' texture can be achieved by
different alignment techniques such as roll-casting [43]. Based on composite theories
and accompanying experimental results, the system is stiffest when the fiber is aligned (at
0O) with respect to the SD (the parallel arrangement). At a slightly larger orientation
angle, the elastic modulus decreases significantly from the value at 00. The decrease
becomes more gradual with the increasing orientation angle such that the modulus
approaches the minimum value at 900 approximately asymptotically. The elastic moduli
of the material with the orientation angle between 45 and 90 are quite comparable. For
the current system, the experimental composite elastic moduli for different orientation
angles are provided in Table 4.1 and plotted out in Figure 4.2. The modulus anisotropy is
approximately 26.
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Figure 4.2 The plot of the composite modulus in the stretching direction vs. the
orientation angle of the cylindrical microdomain for the roll-cast cylindrical block
copolymer, 4211A®.
Orientation
Angle Modulus (MPa)
0 106
15 24
30 7
45 5
60 3.5
90 4
Table 4.1 The corresponding values for the plot in Figure 4.2.
4.2.2 Deformation Behavior of 4211A at Specific Orientations
Knowing the mechanical properties of the well-aligned system, which is comparable to a
single large grain, is essential in the study of the bicrystal specimens containing a
particular type of tilt grain boundary. Although the achieved microdomain alignment is
not perfect, the uniform texture of the well-aligned system will be referred to as a 'single-
crystal', which is also consistent with the 'bicrystal' under investigation. ('Grain' and
'crystal' will be used interchangeably.) The deformation of the 'single-crystal' specimen
oriented at different angles with respect to the stretching direction (SD) allows one to
understand how each grain responds to the applied force without any boundary
constraints. In the current study, the three orientation angles that were chosen for the
bicrystal specimen are 00, 450 and 900. The mechanical properties and deformation
behavior of the three systems will be investigated briefly below.
Stress Strain Behavior
The stress strain curves for the 00, 450 and 900 orientations as well as for the polygranular
specimen for the exactly same triblock copolymer system as employed in this grain
boundary study are given in Figure 4.3. Grain deformation proceeds with unique
mechanisms dependent on the direction of the applied force with respect to the glassy
cylinder axis. The parallel (00) grain typically deforms via cylinder micro-necking and
fragmentation of the PS cylinders. The diagonal (450) grain deforms by macroscopic
reorientation via rubbery shearing then asymmetric kinking of the glassy cylinders. The
perpendicular (900) grain initially deforms affinely followed by buckling [9,10,12,14].
Although the diagonal deformation and the perpendicular deformation evolve via
different mechanisms, their Young's moduli are comparable because their initial response
is dominated by deformation of the rubber matrix. The Young's moduli of the three
orientations are 106MPa, 5MPa and 4MPa respectively.
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Figure 4.3 The stress-strain curves of the roll-cast cylindrical BCP used in the
experiment. Each curve represents the deformation behavior of a different microdomain
orientation with respect to the stretching direction.
Observation of Deformation Behavior via Optical Microscopy
Direct optical microscopy observation of the specimen, marked with gold sputtered
through TEM square grid and deformed up to 100% strain, demonstrates the deformation
behavior of each small region (250gtm x 250gm) that reflects the ongoing processes at
smaller length scales. The set of optical images taken along the z-axis show the
deformation in the cylinder plane (x-y plane). The perpendicular oriented grain initially
expands uniformly in the SD. The diagonally oriented grain initially expands in the SD
uniformly by shearing, which is evident in the sheared rectangular cell. The parallel
oriented specimen expands non-uniformly in the SD through the propagation of the neck
region.
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The optical images taken along the z-axis and along the y-axis also provide shrinkage
information as a result of the tensile deformation along the x-axis. Due to sparse data
points, the Poisson ratios were calculated at the lowest first deformation step (25%
strain). For the perpendicular deformation, the Poisson's ratios are 0.92 along the
thickness and perpendicular to the cylinders (vxz= 1)13=0.92), and 0.007 along the cylinder
axis (Vxy-u 12=0.007). That is, the perpendicular specimen mostly shrinks in z direction
and barely contracts in the y direction because the contraction parallel to the stiff PS
cylinders is hindered. For diagonal deformation, the Poisson ratios are 0.48 along the
thickness (vxz=0.48) and 0.51 in the width direction (vxy=0.51). The diagonal specimen
contracts comparably in both y and z direction because the rubbery domain is
interpenetrated in both directions such that the contraction is uninhibited. The schematics
depicted in Figure 4.4 illustrate deformation of the perpendicular cell and the diagonal
cell. Note the dimensional changes in all x-, y- and z- directions.
Perpendicular
Diagonal
Figure 4.4 The macroscopic deformation behavior of the perpendicular grain and the
diagonal grain at low strain. The diagonal deformation involves rubbery shearing and
rubbery extension that results in the sheared macroscopic shape. The perpendicular
deformation only involves normal expansion.
Knowledge of the relative mechanical parameters and the hierarchical deformation
mechanisms of each type of oriented grain is essential in determining how a grain would
behave in the presence of the others.
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4.3 Toward Bicrystal and Compatibility
When two 'near-single-crystal' grains at different orientations (with respect to the
SD) are adhered together, a bicrystal is formed. The compatibility and the end (edge)
effect play important roles in the deformation of this hierarchical system. Under the
same applied force, the two grains take on different deformation paths and their
respective microdomain textures evolve differently. The unique route that each grain
takes leads it through distinct sets of deformation states. In general, the change in shape
and size makes it no longer possible to be compatible with the adjacent grain. The
readjustment to conform to one another is the essence of this grain boundary study, since
there is a difference between merely combining two deforming grains and integrating two
deforming grains by taking the incompatibility into account.
The progression of deformation in each grain can also be elucidated through the
macroscopic mechanical properties. These values, which are inherent to each grain (i.e.
elastic moduli and Poisson ratios), dictate how much it deforms in each direction and
how much it deforms relative to one another. For the series arrangement of grains as in
this study, we are most concerned with the deformation along the stretching direction.
The force acting on both grains is the same and is equal to the applied force, while the
strain is divided between the two grains, depending on the relative compliances and the
relative volume fractions of the respective grains. For the case where the grains are equal
in size, the calculation is provided in Equation set 4.4 where o i and ci are the stress and
the strain in the subscripted grain and Ei and S, are the elastic compliance and the elastic
modulus in the stretching direction respectively. The two grains are labeled 'a' and 'b'.
a = f(E) E = f'(cr) (Equation set 4.4)
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With such potential differences in strain progression due to differences in grain
stiffness, the grains can be in rather different deformation states. For example, a very
stiff grain would not have deformed much while a soft grain would have gone through
various deformation processes and would have been in a much higher state of strain for a
given applied force. However, whether a grain undergoes a specific mechanism that
defines a deformation state or not depends on the strain at which that mechanism takes
place. Thus the scope of the problem also depends on how much the bicrystal is
deformed.
In the investigation of the bicrystal deformation, over the range of strain from 0%
to 400%, we first compare the mechanical properties such as elastic moduli of the two
grains and then compare their resulting deformed shape/state for the given strain range.
4.3.1 The symmetric tilt grain boundary
For the symmetric tilt grain boundary, the two diagonal grains have equal moduli.
When the force is applied to the system, each grain deforms equally and progresses
through various deformation states at the same rate. In other words, the two grains take
the same deformation path. However, due to their opposite orientation, any deformation
behavior that disturbs the boundary unequally along the vertical direction (y-axis) leads
to incompatibility. This is due to the (vertical) mirror symmetry across the boundary that
we start with. The deformation of the diagonal grains does indeed create variation along
the y-direction of the boundary, because rubbery shearing results in grain edge rotation.
As the two grains are oppositely adhered together, the rotated grain edges counteract one
another.
4.3.2 The asymmetric 'T' tilt grain boundary
For the asymmetric T tilt grain boundary, the mechanical contrast between the
constituent parallel and perpendicular grains is maximum, with the respective
experimental Young's moduli having a ratio of 26. Within the scope of the experiment,
which is up to 400% strain, the stiff parallel grain is thus not expected to deform at all,
while the perpendicular grain essentially takes up all the applied strain. The contractions
in the y and the z directions (perpendicular to the stretching direction), reflected in the
Poisson ratios of the perpendicular grain, are an important factor in the incompatibility
for this case.
4.3.3 The asymmetric tilt grain boundary
For the asymmetric tilt grain boundary with a perpendicular grain attached to a
diagonal grain, the mechanical properties of the two grains are more compatible than in
the T bicrystal. The Young's modulus of the diagonal grain is approximately the same
as the modulus of the perpendicular grain. Deformation in both grains advances in the
stretching direction at about the same rate. The deformation mechanisms are nonetheless
distinct resulting from the differences in Poisson ratios. The diagonal deformation also
yields a rotated edge, which perturbs the grain boundary and can alter the deformation of
the perpendicular grain region near the boundary.
One way to summarize the compatibility attributes between the component grains
of the bicrystal is to roughly compare their Young's moduli and the deformation behavior
in all three coordinate directions as the specimen is stretched in along the x-axis (see
Table 4.2). The two component grains are referred to as 'a' and 'b' with the orientation
specified by the angle between the cylinder axis and the SD as listed in the second
column. The Young's moduli comparison and the Poisson ratio (Vxy and vxz) comparison
are given in the 3 rd- 5th columns respectively.
4- a
Orientation(") Young's Poisson' Ratio Poisson' Ratio
a b Modulus Vxy Vxz
Symmetric +45 -45 a=b a=b a=b
Asymmetric 90 45 a-b a < b a>b
T 90 0 a<b a<b a>b
Table 4.2 The component grains 'a' and 'b' of the selected bicrystal geometries are
compared in terms of their Young's moduli and the resulting deformation in the x-, y-
and z- directions.
The following three chapters discuss the experimental investigation of the three
types of grain boundaries.
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CHAPTER 5
Deformation of Symmetric Tilt Bicrystals
5.1 Introduction
The initial structure of the symmetric 45-45 grain boundary was characterized
using atomic force microscopy (AFM), and the deformation of the symmetric bicrystal
was investigated using optical microscopy and small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). The
simple grid referencing technique provides local information on the deformation behavior
of different regions on the bicrystal specimen and elucidates the variation of strain across
the specimen as a result of orientation incompatibility due to the grain boundary. In situ
SAXS characterization of the specimen during deformation allows comprehension of
corresponding microstructural evolution at the microdomain level.
5.2 Specimen Geometry
A symmetric tilt 45-45 bicrystal contains a single symmetric tilt grain boundary.
Each sample was made by adhering two diagonal grains, which were oppositely oriented
at approximated 45" to the grain boundary plane, such that, ideally, one was the mirror
image of the other. The schematic of the symmetric grain boundary is given in Figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1 The specimen geometry for the symmetric bicrystal. The bicrystal is
composed of two diagonal grains, whose orientations are specified by the director A and
the representative lines (top). The cylindrical cross section plane for one of the grains is
depicted in the three-dimensional view of the specimen (bottom). The glassy PS
cylinders in the rubber PI matrix are represented as gray circles. The grain boundary
plane lies in the middle of the specimen. Drawing is not to scale.
5.3 AFM Observation of Symmetric Tilt Grain Boundary
AFM images reveal the characteristics of the artificially fabricated symmetric tilt
grain boundary. Figure 5.2a is an example of a region along the grain boundary. The
cylinder alignment shows the mergence of the two diagonal grains. Many dislocation
defects and disclination defects as well as cylinder waviness are prominent especially in
the right grain. They are partly caused by the annealed terraces of the razor blade carved
surface. Annealing eliminated the surface roughness but the effect of the terraces left
defects. Figure 5.2b provides an enlarged phase image of a region of Figure 5.2a. The
grain boundary is quite sharp, yet not a perfect 90* turning of the cylinders as one might
hope for. The cylinders rarely turn continuously across the grain boundary. An
example of PS continuity across the boundary is at the square region labeled '(i)'. Some
part of the grain boundary contains with an angled T type boundary (the square region
labeled '(ii)'). There are many arrays of dislocations and disclinations adjacent to the
grain boundary. It has been shown that the grain boundaries in a nematic liquid crystal,
to which the cylindrical block copolymer is somewhat analogous, are also sets of
disclination arrays [49]. The grain boundary region is quite narrow on the order of nm,
as indicated by wgb in Figure 5.2b. Due to the destructive sectioning process, this sample
is only a representative but not the precise sample as the one measured with in situ SAXS
or optical deformation.
Figure 5.2 (Next page) AFM images of the symmetric bicrystal. (a) The height image
indicates minimal surface topographical variation as the result of the annealing. Some
hints of the pre-existing terraces are still visible especially in the lower grain. The phase
image illustrates the cylinder configurations as well as the symmetric tilt grain boundary
structure. The bright regions correspond to the stiff PS domain and the dark regions
correspond to the softer PI matrix. (b) An enlarged image of (a) with specimen
orientation depicted above.
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5.4 Optical Observation of Symmetric Tilt Bicrystal Deformation
Optical microscopy of a symmetric bicrystal during deformation provides initial
insight into the deformation behavior. The specimen, with dimensions of 9.5mm x
2.25mm x 0.3mm, was marked with gold by sputtering through three TEM grids. The
side rims of the grids were trimmed slightly so that they can stitch into a larger
continuous area, measured to be 6mm x 2.25mm. For ease of viewing, the gridlines with
grid spacing of 125gm were traced for every 2 grids to form what we will call "cells".
Traced optical photographs of the same area of the symmetric tilt grain boundary at 0%
strain and uniaxially stretched to 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% are shown in Figure 5.3.
At 0% strain, the traced pattern shows a square array, except for the 8th traced
column from the left, in which the cells appear rectangular due to slight displacement of
the TEM grid. In some regions, small sections of the trace lines are missing because the
originally evaporated lines were faint. Due to the optical anisotropy (birefringence) of
each grain, polarized transmitted light optical images are very useful for locating the
grain boundary, which is marked in each image with the black dotted line. As the
specimen was stretched to 25% strain, instead of extending uniformly into the stretching
direction (SD), the anisotropic specimen becomes distorted; the region along the grain
boundary protrudes upward from the top part of the specimen such that it forms an apex
at the upper part and a small triangular gap at the lower part of the specimen. The grain
boundary itself remained normal to the SD. The observed deformation can be divided
into regions. Far away from the boundary, the cells extend in the SD, shrink along the y-
direction and are sheared, which results in a parallelepiped shape. Close to the boundary,
an approximately triangular region consists of sheared square cells with only slight
extension of the cell in the SD. At 50%, 75% and 100% strains, the distortion advances
accordingly.
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Figure 5.3 Optical images of the symmetric bicrystal specimen at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100% strain. The vertical black dotted lines show the successive locations of the
symmetric tilt grain boundary. The cylinder orientation at 0% strain is as shown in
Figure 5.1.
As presented in Chapter 4, the symmetric tilt bicrystal deformation deals with
shape change (shearing) rather than the mechanical property contrasts such as Young's
modulus and Poisson ratio, since the two grains are deformed the same way with respect
to the applied force. Thus, each grain desires to shear into a parallelepiped (see Figure
5.4b). The shape distortion is the result of having the two diagonal grains oriented
against each other. This can be understood as follows: when the two diagonal grains are
%)
attached together with their opposite orientation and deformed, the excess region of both
grains as well as the gap between them have to be accommodated to keep the whole
length of the grain boundary intact as illustrated in Figure 5.4c.
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Figure 5.4 The deformation of a symmetric bicrystal can be understood by combining the
individual deformations of the oppositely oriented diagonal grains. (a) The cylindrical
domain orientations are specified by the tilted arrows labeled with P and P'. (b) The
deformation along x-axis leads to shearing of the grain into a pair of parallelepipeds. (c)
Putting the two grains back together creates an overlapping region and a missing gap
between them that needs to be accommodated.
One way to think of this behavior is to differentiate between different regions of
the bicrystal by considering the boundary conditions imposed on the cylinders in the
different locations. One type of region, marked as 'a' in Figure 5.5, is next to the grip. In
this region, one side of the cylinder ends is gripped and the other ends continue to the
lower edge of the specimen, a free boundary. The second type of region, marked as 'b', is
the middle region of the specimen that deforms uniformly, similar to a typical single
grain. In this region, the cylinders span across the specimen to the top and bottom free
boundaries. This region is essentially unrestricted by the grips or the grain boundary. The
third region is the region next to the grain boundary, marked as 'c'. Here, the ends of the
cylinders are attached to the other grain across the boundary and extend to the upper free
boundary. The 'a' and 'c' regions are strongly influenced by the boundary effects, which
can be described approximately by the well-known 'Saint-Venant's Principle' [50].
However, in the present situation the large sample mechanical anisotropy perturbs the
predicted behavior [31-34,38,51]. For this particular anisotropic microdomain structure,
the right-angle triangular shape of the regions influences the spatial extent of the end-
effect. This end-effect distance, or correlation distance 4, varies with the vertical location
along the edge boundary (along the grip and along the grain boundary), 4(y), see figure
5.5(a).
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Figure 5.5 (a) The three types of regions in the symmetric bicrystal with the cylinder
orientation as specified by3. The left grain and right grain, which are oppositely oriented,
are separated by the symmetric tilt grain boundary. The left and right edges of the
specimen are fixed by the grips. (b) During deformation, each individual grain deforms
into the gray-lined shape. (b)-(c) To accommodate the incompatibility, the three regions,
denoted as "a", "b", and "c", adopt the shape described by the black lines.
During deformation, each region responds to the applied force differently. Since
the cylinders in region 'a' are constrained by the grips from shearing, the deformation in
this region is limited as the specimen is stretched. At low strain, this region virtually acts
to extend the grip into a triangular shape and the load is transferred to the middle 'b'
region through the rubber layer that connects the two regions.
The middle 'b' region deforms by rubbery extension in the SD, and shearing that
leads to rotation of the PS cylinder axes into the SD. This process is evident in the
parallelepiped shaped cells in this region. This rotation within the 'b' region sequentially
induces cylinder rotation in the 'c' region. If the side edge were free, this process along
with rubbery shearing would cause the leading edge of the grain to tilt in the direction
shown in Figure 5.4. However, the 'c' region is (partly) constrained by the grain
boundary, which can be thought of as a sliding boundary that is free to move in the y-
direction but inhibited to move in the x-direction (since the force acting on the boundary
in +x and -x directions is the same). Thus the leading edge is prohibited from tilting into
SD. The bottom corner of the 'c' region, which would be displaced away from grain
boundary line, would be under a high tensile stress while the top comer would experience
a large compressive stress. In order to keep the two grains attached with the grain
boundary intact, the region about the grain boundary is pushed up in y-direction to help
relieve the stresses.
The vertical shift of the grain boundary is accompanied by a gradual rise of the
bottom and top specimen edges in its vicinity. The 'almost' square cells are rotated about
the z-axis due to the vertical displacement of the grain boundary. The cylinders in the 'c'
regions would be rotated accordingly. In the location between the 'b' and the 'c' regions,
which will be referred to as the transition region, (especially the lower part that is closer
to the grain boundary) also shifts up. As a result, the sheared rectangular cells in this area
appear distorted and rotated.
With the constraint imposed by the grain boundary, the rubbery extension into the
SD of the 'c' region is also prohibited. For a perfect grain boundary, the cylinders would
be tethered to the grain boundary and therefore only allowed to rotate. The rubbery
matrix along the boundary can be viewed as trapped such that the extension into the SD
would cause large compressive stresses. Consequently, the length of the grain boundary
(the specimen width at the grain boundary) would be held constant. The cell
configuration in this region would then be more comparable to a sheared square shape
rather than a sheared rectangular shape. In actuality, a small amount of extension into the
SD can be observed because of the various defects that limit the length of the polystyrene
cylinders.
The lower compressibility of this 'c' region, in contrast to the contracting free
edged region 'b', also exaggerates the rising apex. The width of the b region is
decreasing more than the width of the 'c' region, so it enhances the apex height as
compared to the upper edge level.
In the optical microscopy experiment, the region observed includes both the 'b'
and 'c' regions. The shapes of these regions change as the sample is stretched to
different strains. The border between the two regions, the 'transition region', along with
its attributes such as location, orientation, and width, can also be used to monitor the
deformation process in the specimen. With this general distinction of the different
regions, a more quantitative investigation can now be pursued more systematically.
5.4.1 Cell strain measurements
The cell strain calculations provide information on the local deformation and help
distinguish the different regions. The measurements were done within the gold reference
grid that includes the 'b' and 'c' regions, as shown in the image series in Figure 5.3.
Direct measurement of cell dimensions allows the calculation of normal strains, shear
strains, and rotation, which are defined in Equation 5.1 and Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Schematic of a square cell subject to deformation. Shearing can be described
in terms of angles (a, 3) and displacements in X (du) and 5 (dv).
As mentioned, different regions deform uniquely. The normal strains (xx, E ) of
the 'b' region, which is not influenced by the grain boundary, and the 'c' region, which is
next to the grain boundary are given in Figure 5.7a. The normal extension into the SD of
a region (exx) is related to the contraction in the vertical direction ( yy) through Poisson
ratio. In the 'b' region, the normal strain in the stretching direction (exx) increases
linearly with the overall strain and so does the contraction in the y-direction (sFy). exx
stays slightly above the overall strain of the observed area. In the 'c' region, the normal
strain reaches a plateau at approximately 20% strain. The contraction along y-direction
also reaches a plateau at about -7% strain. The normal extension into the stretching
direction of the 'c' region is small compared with that of the 'b' region as predicted, since
the rubbery extension in the 'c' region is hindered.
The y contraction of a cell is also reflected through the overall width of the
corresponding region. The specimen width at the grain boundary, the extreme location in
the 'c' region, and the specimen width in the 'b' regions can be plotted as shown in
Figure 5.7b. The width in 'c' region is obviously larger than the width in 'b', indicating a
smaller contraction and thus smaller extension within the region.
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Figure 5.7a Plot of the cell normal strains (E normal) in the SD (exx) and along j' (yy) vs.
the overall strain (Eo) for the regions 'b' and 'c'.
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Figure 5.7b The plot of the specimen width along j) in the defined regions 'b' and 'c' vs.
the overall strain along i (,o). The b region's width was measured at the grain
boundary and the c region's width was measured at the midpoint of the b region.
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Figure 5.7c The plot of the cell shear strains (Eshear) VS. the overall strain along X ( E.) for
the defined regions 'b' and 'c'.
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The shear strains (y,,y) of the 'b' and 'c' regions are plotted against overall strain
(sE) in Figure 5.7c. The shear strain of the 'b' region is very large compared to the shear
strain of the 'c' region. The shear strain can be broken down into components as shown
in Equation 5.1. The deformation process in the 'b' region is apparently a simple shear
du dv dvbecause du >> dv anddv 0. In the c region, the observed shear strain is the result ofdy dx dx
simple shear and rotation, which is caused by the grain boundary shift along 5 . The
shear strain is thus composed of non-zero shear and rotation components.
Although the deformation of the 'c' region is in general less than the deformation
of the 'b' region, the 'c' region is also displaced in the y-direction relative to the 'b'
region's top and bottom edges. The measurement of the protruding height at the grain
boundary above the horizon of the specimen edge is given in Figure 5.7d in terms of
height-to-specimen-width ratios. The apex and the triangular gap gradually move up
with the increasing strain, although the apex rise exceeds the gap vertical shift. At 100%
strain, the apex rises as high as 580tm, which is roughly 25% of the original width of the
specimen.
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Figure 5.7d The plot of the vertical distances of the protruding apex and the opening gap
vs. the overall strain along ^ (co). Both of the height values are given in terms of ratios
to either the original width or the current width at a particular strain, h/w. The vertical
distance (height) of the apex is measured from the horizontal top edge of the specimen.
The vertical distance (height) of the gap is measured from the horizontal bottom edge of
the specimen.
5.4.2 Location and orientation of the b to c transition region
The local strain measurements within the 'b' and the 'c' regions demonstrate how
the small units in each region evolve. Accordingly, each region, as a whole, also changes
in shape and size as the specimen is deformed. These changes can be examined through
the location and the orientation of the transition region, more specifically, the transition
line. The transition line can be identified by intersecting the lines that are extended from
the grid lines in the uniform portions of regions; 'b' and 'c'. The set of intersections
defines the transition line between 'b' and 'c' regions as shown by the black dot array in
Figure 5.8a.
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Figure 5.8b illustrates the locations of the transition region in the right grain at
0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% input strains. The locations are given with respect to the
original grid reference where the grid lines represent the trace lines on the optical images.
The vertical dashed line represents the grain boundary. The locations of the transition
region or the transition line are approximately constant but the orientation varies with
increasing strain.
In order to compare the transition line positional angles to the SD at different
strains as the specimen is displaced and distorted, the grain boundary and the specimen
latitude are used as spatial references. Figure 5.8c maps out the transition lines for 0%,
25% 50% 75% and 100% input strains, with the vertical grain boundary line and the
specimen's central horizontal grid line parallel to the SD. The vertical shift of the
transition line is consistent with the upward protrusion of the grain boundary region. The
orientation of the transition line steps from 45* to 30", 20", 19.5" and 19" relative to the
SD at 0%, 25% 50% 75% and 100% input strains. The transition line re-orientation
suggests the alignment of the cylinders in the SD since the transition line lies along the
shear direction. Thus the cylinder rotation value that levels out at around 20" at 50%
strain demonstrates that the reorientation process has occurred mostly at low strains,
since the reorientation only requires shearing of the rubbery matrix.
Other than the transition line that has been used to describe the orientation and
average location of the transition region, the transition region itself is composed of a set
of cells that deform distinctively. The cells within the transition region deform similar to
both 'b' and 'c' cells. They are sheared, extended, rotated and appear as tilted sheared
rectangles.
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Figure 5.8 The intersections of the grid lines, drawn from the uniform portion of regions
'b' and 'c', are used to define the transition zone location in the symmetric bicrystal. (a)
This photograph shows the sample shape, grid lines and the grain boundary position at
exx=25 %. The transition line lies along the intersection points marked by black dots.
(b) The locations of the intersection points in the right grain for 25%, 50%, 75% and
100% strains with respect to the original grid square shows the upward movement of the
region. (c) The corresponding transition lines tilts toward the SD with increasing strain.
Above 50% strain, the transition line is basically fixed with the axes of PS cylinders
oriented at approximately f=20' with respect to the SD.
Another region of interest is the bottom comer of the initial 'c' triangle. During
deformation, with the movement of the transition region into the 'c' region, the lower
comer gradually becomes part of the transition region. This region experiences more
distortion because it is adjacent to the oppositely oriented grain that deforms against it.
Along with the relatively short distance of the transition region to the grain boundary, this
region (as well as its cylinders) is also rotated more than the regions away from the
boundary due to the grain boundary vertical shift. This region undergoes large extension.
Although located in the vicinity of the grain boundary, it is also close to the free lower
edge, and is thus able to shear and expand more than the internal grain boundary region.
We define this region separately, as a gap tip region.
5.5 In situ Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Observation of Symmetric
Tilt Bicrystal Deformation
The optical microscopy observations provide an overall picture of how the
symmetric bicrystal tilt grain boundary specimen deforms, but the information about
microdomain structure is limited by the technique. SAXS provides such access to details
of the microdomain evolution. For the in-situ SAXS experiment, the tested specimen
dimension was 7.5mm x 2.6mm x 0.5mm. The x-ray patterns were taken at the grain
boundary and every 200gLm from it, up to 1000pm and also at 2000m from the
boundary. The schematics of the specimen along with the x-ray beam positions, drawn to
scale, are given in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 The symmetric tilt bicrystal geometry for the in situ x-ray experiment with
corresponding initial cylinder orientation (top). The location of the incident x-rays are
illustrated by gray and hollow circles. The gray circles are spaced every 1000 glm and the
hollow circles are spaced every 200gm. The diameter of the x-ray beam was 300gtm.
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Figure 5.10 (a) SAXS deformation investigation of the right grain of the symmetric
bicrystal. The figure shows the diffraction patterns at 0, 200itm, 600gtm, 1000lm and
2000tm from the grain boundary at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% strains. The
approximate exposure locations are provided in the bottom schematic. An enlarged
intensity contour plot (bottom right) of the diffraction pattern illustrates that the
maximum intensity regions of the set of peaks in a pattern are in fact aligned such that the
azimuthal angle of the peaks (a) is well defined.
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Figure 5.10 (b) SAXS deformation investigation of the right grain of the symmetric
bicrystal at higher input strains after sample remounting.
The sample was deformed to 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, 150%, 200%, 250%, 300%,
350% and 400% strain. Since the grain boundary is symmetric, the deformation of each
side of the boundary is the same, so we will monitor the structural changes on one side of
the grain boundary. As mentioned in the experimental section, the sampled distances
were scaled with the stretch so that the x-ray probed approximate same locations.
Figure 5.10a-b shows a series of x-ray diffraction patterns of the deformed
specimen. The x-ray patterns are divided into two sets: from 0% to100% strain and from
150% to 400% strain. The sample was remounted and the test continued from 150%
input strain. During the experiment from 0% to 100% strain, the vertical position of the
x-ray beam was stationary. Due to the vertical movement of the grain boundary region
during deformation, the actual specimen location sampled by the x-ray beam is somewhat
shifted, with the largest shift at the grain boundary to essentially zero vertical shift far
from the grain boundary. The specimen was repositioned and reloaded so that the x-ray
y-position was again back at the mid point of the specimen width at the grain boundary
from 150% to 400%.
Deformation of the symmetric bicrystal is similar to that of a single crystal
deformed along its diagonal and involves both shearing, extension and rotation of the
microdomain structure. Although the modulus and Poisson ratio of the material is the
same on both sides of the boundary, unlike the single crystal deformation that evolves
uniformly throughout the sample (except at the grips region a), the grain boundary causes
a non-uniform deformation in its component diagonal grains as well illustrated by the
optical microscopy observations. From the available x-ray intensity data, the
information on the microdomains, their orientations and period spacings, can be obtained
and used to examine the effect of the grain boundary on the deformation. The 2D
integration of the x-ray intensity over 20 or q yields ID plot of intensity vs. a, which
provides the mean orientation of the cylinders. The 2D integration of the x-ray intensity
over a provides the peak position along the 20 or q, which can be converted to the period
spacing.
5.5.1 Peak (Azimuthal) Orientation: Cylinder Rotation
The orientation of cylinders evolves by shearing process and can be quantified
through the azimuthal x-ray peak position (a), which is equivalent to the angle of the PS
cylinders normal to the SD. At 0% strain, the x-ray peaks at different locations are
aligned at approximately 50'-550 off the stretching direction (ideal value for symmetric
tilt grain boundary is 450). The azimuthal angle is largest at the boundary (550) and
gradually decreases to 500 at the far most sampled position (2000ptm away). The initial
slight variation of cylinder orientation at 0% strain is most likely due to a slight stretch of
the specimen. With the given particular specimen dimensions, it is worth noting that all
the sampled locations, except at the 2000p.m position, are in the important 'c' region
where the deformation is strongly influenced by proximity to the boundary as described
in the optical observation section.
Figure 5.11 depicts a plot of rotation angle (Aa) vs. strain (si) for all the locations
that the x-ray patterns were taken. The plot of the increment in the rotation angle vs.
strain subtracts off the initial azimuthal position differences as mentioned earlier. As the
sample is stretched, the set of Bragg peaks from the cylindrical domains rotates toward
the vertical axis, indicative of glassy cylinder axis rotation toward the horizontal force
axis as shown in Figure 5.4. The plot in Figure 5.11 shows that the peaks at all locations
rotate by a large amount within the first 25% strain. After that, the azimuthal angle
increases at a small rate with increasing strain. Between 25% to 100% strain, the value of
a for different locations differs: the nearer to the grain boundary, the slightly larger the
azimuthal angle.
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Figure 5.11 The rotation angle (Aa) vs. input strain (ci) in the symmetric tilt grain
boundary versus distance from the boundary. The rotation angle is obtained by
subtracting the original azimuthal position form the current strain azimuthal position.
The azimuthal peak position is given by the angle, a, between the cylinders normal (i)
and the stretching direction. Note that the sample was remounted between measurements
corresponding to 100% strain and 150% strain (vertical dotted line).
The upward movement of the grain boundary and the 'c' region, as explained in
the section on the optical observations, causes this slight difference in cylinder rotation.
Since the x-ray spot is stationary, this upward movement of the sample with increasing
strain brings the lower portion of the specimen into the region sampled by the x-rays.
Optical observation shows that the 2.25mm wide specimen has the lower end of the grain
boundary shifted upward as much as 0.7mm at 100% strain. As a result, most of the x-ray
sampling locations are shifted into the transition region and the lower corner of the
triangular c region. In this lower gap tip region, the region nearer to the grain boundary
is more distorted and its cylinders are rotated more, consistent with the larger peak
rotation observed in the SAXS patterns. Moving away from the boundary, the additional
rotation, due to the vertical shift and opposite grain, subsides. Figure 5.12 shows the x-
ray beam position shifts relative to the sample area at 0%, 100% and after repositioning at
150% strain.
At 150% strain, the sample was remounted and repositioned so that the x-ray
beam was again incident at the mid point of the specimen width. This repositioning
process caused the discontinuity (drop in a) of the evolution of the curves between 100%
and 150% input strain seen in Figure 5.11. After remounting the sample, there is an
effect on the patterns in region c, with the greatest effect on those regions closest to the
grain boundary. Only 2000[tm data set looks completely unaffected by the remounting.
The data at 200jrm and 600nim can be visually identified with an apparent abrupt shift.
Similarly, in the plot, the a rotation values for all locations (except at 2000[tm) decreased
to the values similar to the rotations at 25% strain. The decrease of cylinder orientation
angles despite the increased strain from 100% to 150% shows that the mid point of the
specimen was less deformed than lower part of the specimen.
0%
100%
150%
Figure 5.12 The evolution of specimen shape relative to the positions of the x-ray beam.
At 0% strain, the incident beam positions lie along the mid-point of the specimen as
indicated by black dotted line. The dashed line indicates the boundary between regions
'b' and 'c'. As the specimen was stretched to 100% strain, the grain boundary shift and
Poisson contraction moved the x-ray beam positions to the lower part of the specimen.
The gap-tip region is shown as the white-speckled gray area at the bottom end of the
grain boundary. The gray dashed lines represent the new transition lines. At 150% strain,
the specimen was remounted to place put the incident beam positions back to the mid-
point of the specimen (measured at the grain boundary). The gray dotted line represents
the new mid-point line. Note how the size of the gap-tip region increases with increasing
strain.
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Figure 5.13 The rotation angle (Aa) vs. sampled distance measured away from the grain
boundary (x) for the symmetric tilt bicrystal at various strains. The azimuthal peak
position is depicted in Figure 5.10a.
As the specimen is further stretched from 150% in steps to 400% strain, the grain
boundary vertical shift is expected to be minimal, as the extrapolation of Figure 5.7d
shows that the grain boundary vertical shift at large strains increases slowly with
increasing strain. At all locations except at the grain boundary, the peak positions
gradually approach 700 (the cylinders alignment approaches 200 to the SD), which
corresponds well with the past studies [14]. Note that the a(s) at the 2000m location is
unaffected by the remounting because it is in the uniform 'b' region during the entire
experiment. The peaks gradually rotate to join peaks arising from other locations at a =
700, even though the total rotation of the 2000gtm peak is larger than the rotation of the
peaks arising from locations due to the initial variation (see 5.5.1). Only the peaks
arising from the grain boundary region continue to rotate towards the force direction.
This likely is the result of the propagation of the high stress concentration area at the
lower part of the grain boundary (the gap tip region). This region, where the two lower
triangular 'c' corners adhere and counteract each other, forms a blunt crack-tip-like
region that causes larger cylinder rotation than anywhere else in the specimen.
Another way to examine the orientation of the peaks at various strains is to plot
the azimuthal rotation angle against the distance away from the grain boundary as shown
,I
%--- 0/II -
r r r r, T ,
in Figure 5.13. During the first 100% strain, the peaks from the region closer to the grain
boundary have undergone larger rotation. At 150% strain, the plot is shifted down to a
lower rotation angle due to the repositioning of the beam into the less deformed mid part
of the specimen. From 150% to 400% strain, the variation across the specimen except at
the grain boundary plateaus out; the curve corresponding to a specific strain tilts to the
horizon as the specimen is stretched to 400% strain. The explanation of these
observations would be the same as described above. These plots only illustrate an
alternative view and reemphasize the above phenomena. The influence of the grain
boundary is prominent and the compatibility factor radiates a deformation gradient in
both the x-direction and the y-direction.
5.5.2 Peak 20 Position: Microdomain Expansion
The 20 x-ray peak positions provide information on the cylinder-cylinder
expansion due to the applied strain. The expansion of the repeat spacing is also
influenced by the grain boundary. It is possible to investigate either the normal
microdomain expansion, which is directly obtained from x-ray peak 20 position, or the
(rotated) microdomain expansion along the SD, so as to take different cylinder
orientations (a) into account: the cos a factor allow us to compute the microscopic strain
data along the SD and this is consistent with the applied strain input. However, because
the symmetric bicrystal deforms non-uniformly, it would be necessary to have the x-ray
patterns taken over the entire specimen to accurately compile; the integrated sum of all
sampled strains at each location which would then be equal the input strain as shown in
Equation 5.2.
Equation 5.2 6i = aj
j=1
where a, is the fractional contribution to the sample strain at location j with
strain s, and E, is the total input strain.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the microdomain normal strain computed using C = (d-
do)/do (employing either the 3 or the [ peak) vs. input strain for all the locations that
the x-ray patterns were taken. The microdomain normal strain for all locations increases
with the input strain although at different rates in different locations. The large extension
at 100% strain opposed to the lower extension after repositioning and reloading to 150%
strain is due to the ^ displacement of the beam position on sample as previously
discussed. At 100% strain, the grain boundary upward shift put the specimen lower
portion, that is more flexible in terms of shearing and expansion, in to the x-ray spot.
Repositioning at 150% strain places the x-ray sampled location away from a more highly
deformed region into a more restrained region.
Aside from the rising inter-cylinder spacing (indicated by Em) trend of the curves,
the dependence of cm on the applied strain for different locations is noticeable. The
curves show that the microdomain normal expansion strain is lowest in the vicinity of the
boundary and highest further away from the boundary. This trend continues over the
whole range of input strain bearing in mind the data discontinuity due to sample
remounting. The microdomain expansion is limited in the region around the grain
boundary because the oppositely oriented grains inhibit the microdomains around the
grain boundary region ('c' region) from shearing and expansion in either direction, since
this would place the rubbery matrix under high compression. As expected, the effect of
the grain boundary decreases with the distance away from it. The transitioning between
regions due to the rising grain boundary apex also takes place as previously explained in
the discussion of peak rotation. However, the essential reason for the spread
independence of the microdomain expansion would be the grain boundary itself; the
distance away from the grain boundary is what that matters most.
The plots between the microdomain normal strain vs. the distance away from the
grain boundary for various applied strains are also given in Figure 5.15. This well
illustrates the microscopic strain variation across the specimen and the increased
microdomain expansion at the locations far from the grain boundary. The x-ray patterns
from 150% to 400% strain also depict this difference; at the grain boundary, the x-ray
peaks remain well spaced while further away from the grain boundary, the peaks move
closer together and closer to the beam stop. The x-ray patterns for 75% and 100% strain
at the grain boundary demonstrate the effect of the specimen upward shifting such that
the x-ray fell close to the bottom edge of the specimen in this more highly deformed gap
tip region.
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Figure 5.14 The microscopic strain (em)
at various locations.
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Figure 5.15 The microscopic strain (em) vs. sampled distance away from the grain
boundary (x) for the symmetric tilt bicrystal at various input strains
5.6 Grain Boundary Influence Zones
The in situ x-ray observation of the symmetric bicrystal deformation emphasizes
the result obtained from the optical observation and verifies and further quantifies the
earlier optical analyses. The information about the microdomain structure agrees with
the hypotheses deduced from the deformation of the cells in the optical experiment.
Both optical and SAXS observations demonstrate the influence of the symmetric
tilt grain boundary on the deformation of the anisotropic bicrystal. In other anisotropic
materials with a stiffer matrix and both ends fixed, the edge effect can cause a distortion
of the whole specimen [38]. But for the current system, the rubbery matrix as well as the
vertical adjustment of the grain boundary causes a rapid decay of the end effects. The
grain boundary effect is a subset of the end effect where the correlation length, 4(y), is
used to define the area under the influence. According to St. Venant's Principle, the
correlation length is within the width of the specimen. For the symmetric bicrystal under
investigation, the anisotropic structure gives rise to different regions that are affected by
the grain boundary. The current study allows us to investigate the deformation in these
regions and to approximate the size of the areas as shown in Figure 5.16.
The first region that is directly influenced by the grain boundary is the triangular
'c' region adjacent to it (labeled 'c" in Figure 5.16). This region experiences minimal
expansion and is displaced along the specimen width direction (y-axis). The vertical
displacement also increases the rotation component of the deformation. The "influence
distance, 4" for this region varies along the y-direction as a result of the diagonally
oriented anisotropic structure. The influence distance can be related to the specimen
width and can be approximated initially by a simple function that corresponds to the
triangular shape at the grain boundary.
li(y) = 0 for y-k(c) <0
y-k(c) for y-k(E) >0
where 1 is the correlation distance measured from the grain boundary
y is the position along the width of the sample and is zero at the corner
where the cylinders end
k is the strain dependent transition-region half width
The second region, the transition region ('t'), is the section that joins the 'c"
region and the diagonally deforming region ('b"). Rather than an area parallel to the
transition line, the region spans up to approximately a width away from the grain
boundary, which is gradually shifted vertically. Its deformation is similar to normal
diagonal deformation with additional rotation that is cause by vertical displacement of the
grain boundary. The correlation can be approximate by the following equation and
illustrated in region labeled 't' in Figure 5.16.
42 = W(E)
where 42 is the correlation distance measured from the grain boundary
w is width of the specimen, which is strain dependent
As the specimen is deformed, the region close to the gap that is formed by the
grain boundary up shift can be defined distinctively. This region experiences high tensile
stresses due to the opposing grains. The deformation is severe such that the rotation goes
beyond the rest of the region. The area can be approximated by the dark triangle around
the gap tip, labeled 'g' in Figure 5.16.
4g= k(s)-y
T
I
Figure 5.16 The grain boundary influenced regions: 'c ", the predefined c region; 't' the
transition region; 'g' the gap tip region. The b' region with typical single crystal like
diagonal deformation is also depicted with cylinder orientation along p .
5.7 Summary
The deformation behavior of a 45-45 symmetric tilt grain boundary for glassy PS
cylinders in a rubbery PI matrix was found to be quite complex. Observation of the
deformation of the symmetric bicrystal through optical microscopy and in situ SAXS
demonstrate the influence of the grain boundary and the incompatibility on the
deformation behavior of the oppositely oriented diagonal grains. The deformation not
only varies as a function of distance away from the grain boundary but it also varies
along the grain boundary specimen width direction. A triangular shaped region close to
the grain boundary (within one specimen width away) deforms mostly by shearing while
the region further away deforms freely through shearing and dilation of the rubbery
matrix. Shearing of the diagonal grains involves reorientation of the glassy cylinders
and leads to vertical displacement of the grain boundary such that an apex region forms at
the upper edge of the specimen (under compression) and gap region forms at the lower
edge of the specimen (under tension). At large strain (more than 100% strain), the
bottom corner regions of the two grains that form the gap region experience greater
tensile deformation.
The symmetric 45-45 grain boundary system illustrates the prominent effect of
anisotropy. Despite the simplest and most symmetric grain boundary arrangement, where
mechanical properties (e.g. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio) of the two grains are
equal, the opposite orientations of the grains with respect to the stretching direction leads
to complex deformation behavior. The deformation involves rigid translation of the grain
boundary normal to the stretching direction, which yields a major shape transformation of
the bicrystal (with the protruding apex and the gap). In a polygranular system, this shape
transformation can further stimulates the deformation of the adjacent grains at each end
of the grain boundary as illustrated in Figure 5.17. As a result, the deformation of these
neighboring grains not only corresponds to the applied force of the uniaxial stretch of the
polygranular specimen, but is also influenced by the surrounding grains and grain
boundary systems. The interaction between the symmetric grain boundary system and
the adjacent grains demonstrates that each grain in the polygranular system is
significantly influenced by the neighboring grains and grain boundaries, and the
deformation of the polygranular system can never be the direct sum of deformations of
the variously oriented single grain systems.
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CHAPTER 6
Deformation of Asymmetric Tilt Bicrystals
6.1 Introduction
The microdomain structure of the asymmetric (90-45) grain boundary was
characterized with atomic force microscopy technique. The overall deformation
behavior was first observed using optical microscopy with the specimen marked with a
grid so that the local deformation of each small square cell could be monitored. The
technique allows mapping of different deformation zones as a result of the Poisson ratio
contrast and incompatibility due to microscopic deformation mechanisms of the two
grains. Further investigation through in situ SAXS captures the progression of the
microdomain structure during deformation. The technique reveals micro deformation
processes, which are unperceivable via optical microscopy. The asymmetric (90-45)
grain boundary illustrates the interplay of the differences in E and v of each grain with
respect to the stretching direction and the role of deformation processes in each grain.
Although the perpendicular and diagonal grains have comparable moduli (Exx90 - E xx45)
but y-contraction in response to the stretching are different (vxy90 < Vx4 5).
6.2 Specimen Geometry
The asymmetric tilt bicrystal contains a single asymmetric tilt grain boundary
between a diagonal grain and a perpendicular grain. The schematic of the asymmetric
grain boundary is given in Figure 6.1. For the following experiments, the bicrystal will
be consistently oriented such that the perpendicular grain is on the left and the diagonal
grain is on the right.
I~I
p
I~i
y
z x
Figure 6.1 The specimen geometry for the asymmetric bicrystal. The bicrystal is
composed of a perpendicular grain and a diagonal grain, whose orientations are specified
by the director / and the representative lines (top). The cylindrical cross section planes
for the two grains are depicted in the three-dimensional view of the specimen (bottom).
The grain boundary plane lies in the middle of the specimen.
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6.3 AFM Observation of Asymmetric Tilt Grain Boundary
An AFM image of the asymmetric grain boundary, obtained with the procedure
described in the experimental section, is shown in Figure 6.1. This particular specimen
was not annealed after the internal surface was cut by a razor blade. In the area imaged
by AFM, some cylinders are cut at a non-parallel direction and the cylinders ends create
terraces. The pronounced surface height variation due to terracing obscures the true
microstructure and creates the false impression that the boundary and specimen grains
contain a large amount of defects. By carefully following the cylinder orientations, the
grain boundary can be located. The perpendicular grain merges with the diagonal grain
at an angle as shown in the top schematics in Figure 6.2. The grain boundary is sharp
within a few microdomain periods. Some sections of the grain boundary illustrate how
the diagonal cylinders (lower) directly join the perpendicular cylinders ('a' labeled
circled area). In some sections, the cylinders reverse direction at the grain boundary and
form dislocations ('b' labeled circled area) and disclinations.
Grain Boundary
0 3.00 pm 0 3.00 pm
Data type
Z range
Height
100.00 nm
Data type
Z range
Phase
50.00 0
Perpendicular grain
(iii)
Diagonal grain
(ii)
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2 AFM images of the asymmetric bicrystal. The height image (left) displays the
surface variation that corresponds to cylinder terraces in the phase image (right). The
microdomain structure illustrates the cylinder configurations at the grain boundary. The
bottom schematic exhibits the ways in which the cylinders in the diagonal grain are
arranged about the asymmetric tilt grain boundary (gray dotted line); some cylinders bend
back (i), some of them are parts of dislocations (ii) and some of them directly join with
the perpendicular grain (iii). The magnified images of the circled areas 'a' and 'b' are
given at the bottom right.
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6.4 Optical Observation of Asymmetric Tilt Bicrystal Deformation
The deformation of asymmetric tilt bicrystal was first examined by optical
microscopy. The specimen is 9.6mm x 1.6mm x 0.3mm, and the gold grid area was 6mm
x 1.6mm. For ease of viewing, the gridlines with grid spacing of 125gm were traced for
every 2 grids (250pm) to form square 'cells'. The traced optical photographs of the same
area of the asymmetric tilt grain boundary at 0% strain and uniaxially stretched to 25%,
50%, 75% and 100% are shown in Figure 6.3.
At 0% strain, the traced pattern shows a square array, except for the 8 th traced
column from the left, in which the cells appear rectangular due to a slight displacement of
the TEM grid. The polarized optical image assisted in locating the grain boundary, which
is marked with the dotted line. As the specimen was stretched to 25% strain, non-
uniform deformation is visible around the grain boundary. Considering the displacement
into the stretching direction (SD), the grain boundary appears tilted and now has some
curvature. In the perpendicular grain, the region close to the grain boundary is curving
and tilted; the cells appear unevenly extended. The cells in the upper part expand more
than in the lower part of the specimen. The observed inclination of grid lines decays with
the distance away from the grain boundary. In the diagonal grain, the gridlines in the
lower portion near the grain boundary are not as inclined as the rest of the grain; the cells
in that region are sheared to a smaller extent than the rest of the cells. Further away from
the grain boundary, the lower portion gradually catches up with the rest of the region.
For the displacement along the y-direction, as expected the perpendicular grain exhibits a
smaller amount of contraction compared to the diagonal grain. The width of the
specimen gradually decreases from the grain boundary into the diagonal side. The
deformation of the bicrystal at 50%, 75% and 100% are similar to the deformation at 25%
strain, but to higher extents.
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Figure 6.3 The optical images of the asymmetric bicrystal specimen at 0%, 25%, 50%,
75%, 100% strains. The black dotted lines show the locations of the asymmetric tilt grain
boundary.
The observed gradient in the deformation is the consequence of the
incompatibility and mechanical differences between the component grains. Although the
two grains are comparably stiff, along the SD their Poisson ratios are quite different and
the different deformation mechanisms induce different changes in the two grains. The
uniform expansion of the perpendicular grain and the shear deformation of the diagonal
grain result in different grain configurations as shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 The deformation of the asymmetric bicrystal can be understood by combining
the individual deformation of the perpendicular grain and the diagonal grain. (a) The
respective cylindrical domain orientations are specified by the arrows. (b) The
perpendicular grain expands uniformly in the SD, while the diagonal grain shears. (c)
Putting the two grains back together creates an overlapping region and an empty gap
region.
In order to understand how the two grains adjust themselves to accommodate the
differences and coexist in the bicrystal, a similar method to Ashby's can be employed
[52]. First, the grains are separately deformed and then further adjusted to be brought
back together. Figure 6.4c shows that there would be an overlapping area and a missing
area or a gap between the grains. The ability to expand and compress determines the
extent of the overlapping, because the grains have to extend out in order to fill the gap
and the grains have compress in order to squeeze in the excess material in the
overlapping region. Because the rubber can expand much easier than it can compress, the
gap region would be larger than the overlapping region. The upper comers of the two
grains would expand. But the perpendicular grain expansion is larger than the diagonal
grain partly because diagonal expansion is hindered close to the grain boundary, similar
the 'c' region in the symmetric tilt bicrystal. If the cylinders were perfect and extended
continuously between the grain edges, the connectivity to the perpendicular microdomain
would obstruct the diagonal microdomain from expanding and shearing. However, the
cylinders in the real specimen are not perfect and they are not completely connected
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across the grain boundary. Some expansion is visible in the diagonal cells next to the
grain boundary, especially the top part where the grain is less constrained. For the
overlapping area, the two lower corners are slightly compressed. A small protrusion of
the two corners releases the compression similar to the vertical shift in the symmetric
(45-45) grain boundary studied in Chapter 5, although the shift is in the downward
direction due to the opposite orientation of the specimen. The cells in the lower diagonal
grain corner thus undergo slight counter rotation as a result.
The method of overlapping the grains and matching up the grain edges at the
grain boundary must also take care of the different lateral contraction of the two grains.
Although the diagonal grain contracts more than the perpendicular grain does, the
diagonal edge length is not shorter than the perpendicular grain edge. Shearing only
causes a shorter (normal) width along the y-direction. Thus, the diagonal grain side edge
only has to curve to match up with the perpendicular grain edge. Figure 6.5 depicts the
adjustment of the each grain to accommodate the deformation of its adjacent grain.
Y
Grip (a)
0 ~90
Figure 6.5 (a) The asymmetric bicrystal with the cylinder orientation as specified by P .
The left grain and right grain are separated by the symmetric tilt grain boundary. The left
and right edges of the specimen are fixed by the grips. (b) During deformation, the
perpendicular grain deforms into an extended rectangular shape and the diagonal grain
deforms into a parallelepiped shape with greater contraction. (c) To accommodate the
incompatibility particularly the edge orientation and unequal contraction, the two grains
adopt new shapes.
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6.4.1 Grain Boundary Influence Zone Map
The grain boundary influenced region can be defined as the area whose
deformation deviates from the typical deformation of each grain. Both the symmetric
(45-45) grain boundary and the asymmetric (90-45) grain boundary share the feature that
their deformation zones and correlation lengths varies along both the lateral x-direction
and the vertical y-direction. But unlike for the symmetric bicrystal, the integration of
different deformation types in the asymmetric grain boundary complicates the prediction
of the different deformation zone shapes. The extent of the influence zone of the grain
boundary depends largely on the mechanical properties of each grain. The deformations
within the influence zones are non-uniform. Through the optical photographs, we mapped
the regions that are influenced by the grain boundary and calculated the strains in the
homogeneously deformed regions.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the influence zones and their motion with increasing strains.
The influence-region boundary was drawn by connecting the points where the deviation
started, i.e. the locations where the traced lines' slope changes. The mapping shows that
the size of the influence region in the perpendicular grain is expanding, while the
influence region in the diagonal grain is contracting with increasing strain. At large
deformation (75%-100% strain), the diagonal grain is sheared significantly so that a large
portion of the upper part of the perpendicular grain is pulled into + ^ . This results in a
large influence zone where the deviation is caused by the unequal deformation of the
upper part and the lower part of the perpendicular grain. However, this deviation is
considerably small in the influence region far from the grain boundary compared to the
influence region near the grain boundary.
Other than the mapped zones, the cell strains in the uniform deformation areas
(far away from the grain boundary) in both the perpendicular grain and the diagonal grain
can be calculated as depicted in Figure 6.7. The normal strains along the SD are
consistent with the similar macroscopic Young's moduli for both the diagonal and
perpendicular grains such that the cells comparably expand in the SD. According to
theoretical values for a similar SBS system, the modulus of the diagonal grain is -6%
greater than the modulus of the perpendicular grain, and therefore, 945 < 90. The slightly
lower cell strain in the perpendicular grain is due to the fact that the perpendicular grain
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region deforms more near the grain boundary and thus expands in expense of the
uniformly deformed region that was use for the cell strain calculation.
Perpendicular grain Diagonal grain
Figure 6.6 The approximate boundary of the grain boundary-influenced regions in the
perpendicular grain and the diagonal grain of the asymmetric bicrystal at 25% 50% 75%
and 100% strains.
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Figure 6.7 The average cell normal strain vs. the input strain in the perpendicular grain
and the diagonal grain of the asymmetric bicrystal. The strains evaluated for cells at 9
cell-away from the influence zone of the boundary.
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6.5 In situ Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Observation of Asymmetric
Tilt Bicrystal Deformation
The in-situ SAXS experiment helps in providing detailed information on the
deformation at the microdomain level. For the asymmetric (90-45) tilt grain boundary,
the tested specimen dimension was 8.1mm x 3.0mm x 0.4mm. The x-ray patterns were
taken at the grain boundary and at the following distances from the grain boundary:
300gm, 600gm andl000gm. The x-ray beam size was 400gim.
Figure 6.8 (Next page) Deformation series of the asymmetric bicrystal. The figure
shows the diffraction patterns at 0, +300, ±600gm and ±-1000 Im from the grain
boundary. The perpendicular grain is on the left (negative distance) of the grain
boundary (Oprm) and the diagonal grain is on the right (positive distance). The
approximate exposure locations are provided in the bottom schematic. The dashed circles
illustrate earlier kinking at the boundary at 80% strain compared to locations at ±300gm
and at ±600jim from the boundary at 120% strain. The enlarged diffraction pattern at the
grain boundary at 0% strain shows three strong peaks: 1,r3 and J (i).
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The x-ray patterns of the asymmetric grain boundary sample at 0%, 40%, 80%
and 120% overall strain are mapped out in Figure 6.8. At 0% strain, the near-single-
crystal texture of the microstructure displays a well-aligned array of diffraction spots. A
larger picture of the grain boundary region at 0% in Figure 6.8(i) shows superimposition
of two sets of the typical cylindrical microdomain diffraction peaks. The 1,45 and J7
peaks scatter strongly as a result of the specimen orientation relative to the x-ray beam
[8,10]. As the sample is stretched to 40% strain, the peaks in the perpendicular grain
move closer together, corresponding to a larger inter-domain spacing. Close to the
boundary, the peaks also rotate around the beam center away from the horizontal force
axis. In the diagonal grain, the peaks shift to a slightly lower q-position and rotate toward
the vertical axis as the glassy cylinders typically to rotate toward the force direction. At
80% and 120% strain, this behavior continues. At 120% strain, kinking occurs in the
perpendicular grain signaled by a well defined "X" type spot pattern as previously
observed by Honeker [10].
The clockwise rotation of the cylinders in the perpendicular grain in the vicinity
of the boundary with increasing strain illustrates the direct result of the compatibility
constraint. Since the Young's moduli of the two grains are compatible, they both deform
at the same time and each influences the other. When the system is stretched, the
diagonal grain responds to the applied strain with a small amount of dilation of the inter-
cylinder spacing but primarily it deforms by shearing of the rubbery layers and rotation of
the cylinder axes toward the force direction. The perpendicular domain region close to
the boundary, complies with the rotation of the diagonal grain, as indicated in the
clockwise rotation of the diffraction spots away from their original horizontal orientation.
The observed SAXS results are in agreement with the optical observations
To quantify the details of the deformation, the peak intensities can be integrated
along diffraction and azimuthal angles (20, a) to produce the precise peaks orientation
(azimuthal position) that corresponds to cylinders rotation and the precise peaks 20
position that corresponds to microdomain period spacing accordingly. As mentioned in
the experimental section, a is defined to be a positive angle, from 0" to 90", between the
Bragg peaks alignment and the SD at 0%strain.
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6.5.1 Peak (Azimuthal) Orientation: Cylinder Rotation
The azimuthal angle between the normal (n) and the stretching direction is defined
as a, on whichever side of the x-axis that makes the angle falls between 0O and 900 at the
initial stage (0% strain). For the given sample, a-values for both grains are initially
positive in the first quadrant. During deformation, counterclockwise rotation is defined
to be positive and clockwise rotation into the forth quadrant of the x-ray pattern is
defined to be negative.
Perpendicular arain
The azimuthal position of the ;3 peak vs. strain at various locations in both grains
is plotted in Figure 6.9a. For the perpendicular grain, the peaks are aligned at 4' to the
SD at 0% strain. This small misalignment of the perpendicular grain to the SD would
normally produce a rotation of the cylinders in the counter clockwise (a >0) direction.
However, due to the presence of the diagonal grain and its influence, the rotation is
actually clockwise (a <0). At 40% strain, the peaks from all locations relative to the
boundary move to lower azimuthal angles. This observation is not typical in the
perpendicular deformation, as it usually does not involve rotation. The result shows that
all the sampled areas were influenced by the incompatibility. It means that the span of
the influence of the diagonal shearing covers the whole range of sampling as
perpendicular deformation of a single grain does not initially involve rotation (rotation
+/- occurs when kinking occurs at - 100% strain). The ;3 peak position in the region
straddling the grain boundary rotates the most from its original position (+40 at 0% strain)
to (-120 at 40% strain) (1 in Figure 6.9a). At the locations further away from the grain
boundary, the corresponding N5 peak rotations decline with distance (2 in Figure 6.9a).
The peak rotation indicates the cylinder rotation in the perpendicular grain to comply
with the diagonal edge rotation. The impact of the diagonal edge rotation on the
perpendicular grain decays with the distance away from their shared edge (grain
boundary). The plot of the rotation angle vs. applied strain is shown in Figure 6.9b,
neglecting the initial orientation angle, assists in the visualization of the spreading of
peak azimuthal position.
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Figure 6.9 The I3 peak orientation (azimuthal position) vs. strain in the asymmetric (90-
45) bicrystal at various locations within the grains: at +0±tm, +300pm and +600jim from
the boundary. The perpendicular grain is associated with negative distances to the grain
boundary (0tm) and the diagonal grain is associated with negative distances. The
average azimuthal peak position is given by the positive angle, a, between the reflection
(cylinders normal (n)) and the stretching direction (Figure 6.9a(i)). At the grain
boundary, the perpendicular peaks rotate clockwise from +40 at 0%strain to -120 at 40%
strain (Figure 6a(ii)). The diagonal peaks rotate counter clockwise from +430 at 0%
strain to -120 at 48% strain (Figure 6a(ii)).
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As the specimen is stretched to 80% strain, the peaks arising form the grain
boundary region counter rotates (3 in Figure 6.9a), while the peaks that belong to the
other locations continue to rotate at smaller increments (4 in Figure 6.9a). At this point,
the cylindrical domains in the perpendicular grain have already undergone kinking, which
is evident in the 'X' shaped scattering pattern. Due to the splitting of the peaks, the
azimuthal position was calculated from the average position of the pair of Nh peaks. The
X-type pattern indicates that the deformation has created oppositely oriented diagonal
subdomains, the so called 'chevron pattern'[10].
Due to the slight deviation of the stretching direction from the normal to the
cylinder axes, cylinder rotation occurs before kinking, and thus the division of the
opposite subdomains is uneven, as shown in Figure 6.10a. The asymmetric kink lessens
the effect of initial rotation, as the created subdomains conform to the rotated diagonal
grain edge without overall grain rotation. The diagonal subdomains deform individually
by shearing and expansion into the SD. The peaks of the region as a whole did not rotate
further; indeed with increasing strain they rotate backward slightly as a result of the kink
band deformation.
At 120% strain, the peaks at the grain boundary continue to counter-rotate. The
peaks at the 300!tm and 600gm locations also start to counter rotate which can be
explained similarly by kinking (5 in Figure 6.9a). Only the peaks arising from the
1000[tm location continue to rotate and kink to catch up with the other location (6 in
Figure 6.9a). This observation agrees with the continued growth of the rotation-
influenced region normal to the grain boundary as observed in the optical experiment.
The peak azimuthal position is plotted vs. the distance away from the grain
boundary in Figure 6.9c. The left side of the plot represents the perpendicular grain.
The influence of the grain boundary on the perpendicular cylinder rotation is reflected in
the initially inclined curve, which later on tilts toward horizon. With the increasing strain,
the rotation effect gradually penetrates into the perpendicular grain, starting from the
grain boundary and leaves the effected area slightly rotated.
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Figure 6.10 43 peak rotation vs. applied strain in asymmetric bicrystal at various
locations from the grain boundary.
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Figure 6.11 ý/3 peak rotation vs. distance away from the grain boundary (x) in the
asymmetric (90-45) bicrystal at various strains: 0%, 40%, 80% and 120%. The
perpendicular grain is to the left of the grain boundary (0gm), and the diagonal grain is to
the right.
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Figure 6.12 Tilted perpendicular microdomain responds the applied force by asymmetric
kinking (h">h') with the kink boundary axis (k) rotated into the SD (ii) rather than
symmetric kinking with kink boundary axis (k) aligned with the cylinder normal before
kinking (n^) (iii).
Dianonal Grain Deformation
For the diagonal grain, Figure 6.9 shows that the peaks at all specimen locations
rotate to a larger azimuthal angle with increasing strain. The a angle increases the most
during the first 40% strain. The observation is similar to the diagonal deformation in the
symmetric bicrystal but for this asymmetric case, the initial rotation still is not as abrupt
as the symmetric case, where the vertical shift of the specimen boundary enhanced the
rotation (chapter 5 section 5.4). For the asymmetric bicrystal, the sampled areas are all
situated in the influenced zone close to the grain boundary, within the distance equal to a
half of the specimen width (see section 6.3). (As mentioned in the symmetric tilt grain
boundary, the edge effect area in a single diagonal grain deformation can be
approximated as a right triangle at the width edge.) The diagonal cylinders adjacent to
the perpendicular grain are ideally connected to the perpendicular cylinders and are not
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free to rotate. Even if they are not directly connected, the perpendicular cylinder
orientation is not compatible with the shearing of the diagonal grain. In order to
accommodate the perpendicular grain's vertical edge, as opposed to its rotated edge, the
diagonal region close to the grain boundary experiences less shearing than the rest of the
diagonal grain.
As expected, the grain boundary effect decreases with distance (Figure 6.10). As
illustrated better in Figure 6.10, the diagonal plots spread out vertically, showing larger
rotations at further distance from the grain boundary. The right side of the plot in Figure
6.11 provides an alternative view of the peak rotation behavior where increasing rotation
angle is observed with increasing distance away from the grain boundary.
6.5.2 Peak 20 Position: Microdomain Expansion
In addition to the rubbery shearing that results in peak rotation, the sample reacts
to the applied strain by chain stretching which yields a larger inter-domain spacing.
Figure 6.13 relates the microscopic strain vs. the input strain for different locations in the
sample using the d spacing of the 13 peak.
Perpendicular grain
In the perpendicular grain, the microscopic strains exceed the input strains over
the whole experimental range as a result of extra expansion as mentioned in the optical
experiment section. The microscopic vs. input strain curves are not linear. At 80%-
120% strain, the plots start to level off (Figure 6.13). At this stage, the perpendicular
peaks start to split (arcing), indicating the onset of cylinder kinking. This modulation of
microdomain shape allows the system to achieve the applied strain without undergoing
large average chain extension.
The buckling process is enhanced especially in the vicinity of the grain boundary;
for example at 120% applied strain, the diffraction peaks have clearly split into the
characteristic 'X' pattern. The X-pattern occurring near the grain boundary indicates
buckling at an earlier stage (apparent overall specimen strain of 80%) compared with
perpendicular deformation of a single crystal sample where 'X' formation does not occur
until approximately 130% strain [10]. It is partly due to the different moduli between the
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perpendicular and the diagonal grain that yields an actual strain that is higher than the
overall applied strain. Moreover, the cylinder rotation in the diagonal grain and the
additional microdomain expansion of the perpendicular grain to fill the gap region also
contribute to triggering the kinking process.
The extent of perpendicular grain expansion varies with the distance away from
the grain boundary. The plot of the microscopic strain vs. the distance away from the
grain boundary for different input strains illustrates the variation as shown in Figure 6.14.
Similar to the rotation of the 43 peaks, the perpendicular microdomain expansion is
greater in the region closer to the grain boundary in order to comply with the diagonal
grain. The influence region gradually spreads outward away from the boundary with
increasing strain. As the kinking process initiates, initially from the grain boundary, the
expansion ceases.
Diagonal grain
In the diagonal grain, the microscopic strain increases linearly with, but stays
lower than input strain, as the main mechanism in the deformation of the diagonal grain is
via microdomain reorientation with rubbery shearing rather than direct extension of the
rubbery matrix. In order to compare the expansions in the SD of the two grains, the
diagonal microscopic strain computed along the cylinder axis normal must be modified
by a rotation factor. Pure cylinders rotation alone contributes a factor [4] of I/cos(a) to
the stretch ratio (dz/doz) as shown in Figure 6.13. In order to take rotation into account for
the dilated system, the cos(a) factor can be coupled with the measured microscopic strain
that corresponds to the dilated domain spacing, d, to obtain the microscopic strain in SD,
dz. (Figure 7c)
Initial rotation: doz 1
do cos(a 0 )
d 1Stretching and additional rotation: -z
d cos(a)
dz -d ozd0Z
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Where do is the initial undeformed domain spacing
doz is the undeformed domain spacing in z direction
d is the dilated domain spacing
dz is the dilated domain spacing in z direction
ao is the angle between the SD normal and the microdomain orientation
a is the angle between the SD normal and the microdomain orientation in the
dilated state
e• is the strain in the SD
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Figure 6.13 The microscopic strain vs. input strain for the asymmetric bicrystal at various
locations: at 0, ±300jtm, + 600pm and ±1000lmO from the boundary. The rotation factor
of cos(a) is used to calculate the domain spacing in the stretching direction from the
experimental domain spacing data. The schematics for initial system and dilated system
are shown in Figure 6.11 a (i) and Figure 6.11 a (ii) where the lighter regions represent the
rubbery microdomains.
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The modification of the diagonal microstrain term by incorporating rotation with
dilation results in the upward shifts of the original plots as shown in the dashed form in
Figure 6.13. On average, the microscopic strains in the diagonal sampled areas are
always below the input strains. The lower stiffness of the perpendicular grain contributes
to this input.
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Figure 6.14 The microscopic strain vs. sampled distance away from the grain boundary
(x) in the asymmetric bicrystal at various strains: 0%, 40%, 80% and 120%. The series
that include the rotation factor are the 'R' labeled series
As depicted in Figure 6.14, within the sampled areas that fall in the influenced
zone, the extents of the chain extension are approximately the same for all the sampled
locations. Only at 80% and 120% strain, the microscopic strains of the grain boundary
region are higher than the microscopic strains in the rest of the regions (1 in Figure 6.14).
As the sampled locations lie in the middle of the specimen (not the upper part where the
expansion is more plausible) and as the adjacent perpendicular cylinders obstruct the
diagonal cylinders in the grain boundary vicinity, the diagonal microdomain are not
expected to be able to expand much. The contradiction can be explained by the buckling
that occurs in the perpendicular grain. The buckling process causes a drastic change of
the perpendicular cylinders that could destroy the junctions between two grains' cylinders
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or even break up the cylinders around the grain boundary. The grain boundary area can
be thought of as composing of small rods with pre-defined orientation floating in the
rubbery matrix. At 120% strain, the grain boundary region also shows fainted scattering
pattern, which likely corresponds to the cylinder breakups. As a result, the diagonal
cylindrical microdomain breaks free from the constraint. The difference in expansion is
diminutive because the sampled area is in the middle of the specimen where the tension is
less compared to the upper part. In comparison to the perpendicular grain, the area that is
influenced by the grain boundary is smaller and does not extend as much with the
increasing strain.
6.6 Summary
The deformation of the asymmetric (90-45) bicrystal, consisting of a
perpendicular grain and a diagonal grain, illustrate the influence of Poisson ratio
incompatibility and different deformation modes on the mechanical behavior of the
bicrystal. The two grains have comparable moduli (E90=0.8E 45 for the current study and
E90=0.9E 45 for similar SBS block copolymer)' [3], but different Poisson ratios
(vxz90=0.92, vxz45=0.48; vxy90=0.007, Vxy4 5=0.51).
As expected, the optical microscopy image series Figure 6.3 nicely show that the
two grains stretch approximately the same amount, but contracts to different extents
along ^. The deformation processes of the two grains, which are related to the y-
contraction, are also different. The perpendicular grain deforms by direct microdomain
expansion that results in extended rectangular grain with minimal y-contraction against
the cylinder alignment. The diagonal grain deforms by shearing that results in sheared
parallelepiped shaped grain. The diagonal grain edge is rotated and specimen is allowed
to contract along 5 . In order for the bicrystal to remain intact, the two grain-edges have
to match up in terms of dimension and orientation. Near the grain boundary, the upper
part of the perpendicular grain experiences shearing and additional expansion in order to
conform to the rotated diagonal grain edge. The originally straight vertical grain
boundary becomes curved and tilted. The deformation gradient along the grain boundary
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is very evident in the perpendicular grain. The influence zone grows outward from the
grain boundary with increasing strain although large deformation gradient only
concentrates within the region close to the grain boundary (approximately a specimen
width away). For the diagonal grain, the gradient is less noticeable and diminishes within
a short distance (2-3 cells) away from the grain boundary. Far away from the grain
boundary (inside each grain), the deformation gradient is very weak and the deformation
is similar to single crystal deformation.
Figure 6.15 The orientations of the grain boundary and the cylinders before and after
kinking in the perpendicular grain. (a) Before kinking, the cylinders in the perpendicular
grain (left) rotate slightly to conform to diagonal shearing. The grain boundary is slightly
tilted. (b) After kinking, the grain boundary adopts a new configuration. Significant
shearing in the diagonal grain is required to achieved the new grain boundary structure.
Both grains behave much like single behave much like single crystal at relatively
short distance form the grain boundary. The perpendicular grain also behaves nearly
independently of the fact that there is a grain boundary present. Only in the region near
the grain boundary, kinking initiates at a low strain compared to inside the perpendicular
grain. This is due to additional microdomain expansion to conform to the diagonal grain
shape. The kinking also becomes asymmetric because the cylinders in the perpendicular
grains initially rotate in response to the diagonal grain shearing. The X-pattern that
corresponds to kink also continues to rotate in the direction of the diagonal grain. For the
diagonal grain, the grain boundary influence zone is -0. The microdomain expansion
near the grain boundary is only slightly impacted by the perpendicular grain deformation.
However, it requires significant shearing in the diagonal grain in order to undergo
kinking, a major structural transformation, in the perpendicular grain. As shown in
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Figure 6.15, in order to keep the grain boundary intact, the cylinders in the diagonal grain
have to slide pass each other to achieve the new grain boundary alignment. Cylinder
breakup along the grain boundary is likely, in order to allow the cylinders in the diagonal
grain (near the grain boundary) to expand and shear more freely as they are no longer
connected with the cylinders in the perpendicular grain.
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CHAPTER 7
Deformation of Asymmetric Tilt 'T' Bicrystals
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we examine the T (90-0) tilt grain boundary having the largest
possible E contrast. The artificial 'T' grain boundary was characterized using atomic
force microscopy technique. Primary investigation of the 'T' bicrystal deformation
behavior was performed via optical microscopy. The grid referencing technique reveals
distinctive deformation processes of the subdivided regions as the result of large modulus
contrast between the perpendicular grain and the parallel grain. Further examination
through in situ SAXS provides insights into microdomain evolution near the grain
boundary.
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7.2 Specimen Geometry
The asymmetric tilt 'T' (90-0) bicrystal contains a single 'T' grain boundary
between a perpendicular grain and a parallel grain. The schematic of the 'T' grain
boundary is given in Figure 7.1. For the deformation experiments, the bicrystal is
consistently oriented such that the perpendicular grain is on the left and the parallel grain
is on the right.
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Figure 7.1 The specimen geometry for the asymmetric 'T' bicrystal. The bicrystal is
composed of a perpendicular grain and a parallel grain, whose orientations are specified
by the director/ and the representative lines (top). The cylindrical cross section planes
for the two grains are depicted in the three-dimensional view of the specimen (bottom).
The grain boundary plane lies in the middle of the specimen.
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7.3 AFM Observation of Asymmetric Tilt Grain Boundary
The AFM images of the 'T' grain boundary obtained with the procedure described
in the experimental section in Chapter 3 are shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. The
effect of annealing is distinguished through the differences between the two figures.
Before annealing (Figure 7.2) large surface height variations are noticeable. The height
contrast image of Figure 7.2a indicates the z range is 200nm with descending terraces on
the left. In the phase contrast image of Figure 7.2a, the arrays of PS cylinder ends,
imaged as brighter regions, appear as part of the terraces. Although the sample cutting
process disturbs the equilibrium cylindrical microdomain morphology, the traces of the
PS cylindrical domains sufficiently illustrate the orientation of the cylinders. The grain
boundary appears horizontally in the middle of the specimen between the parallel grain
(top) and perpendicular grain (bottom). The grain boundary is sharp within one
microdomain period but not perfectly straight. Figure 7.2b depicts an enlarged image of
the framed area in Figure 7.2a. In some areas, the parallel cylinders join to the
perpendicular cylinders directly. In some area, a rubbery layer appears to separate the PS
cylinders between the two grains. For the case where the cylinders do not appear to be
connected, it is possible that they may join underneath the top cylinder layer [19]. Indeed
3D imaging of the 90-0 grain boundary would be necessary in order to fully characterize
the continuity of the PS cylinder across the boundary. Figure 7.4 depicts how an ideal
90-0 grain boundary would appear with alternating layers of joined cylinders (B layers)
and unconnected cylinders (A layers). The parallel cylinders arrange in the hexagonal
close packed structure such that the perpendicular-cylinder planes extrude toward the
parallel grain at different extents through the specimen thickness (see Figure 7.4).
After annealing (Figure 7.3), the surface variation is much less, as the z range in
Figure 7.3(a) is 50nm for approximately the same contrast as Figure 7.2a. In the phase
contrast image, the cylinder terraces have been transformed into arrays of defects. Yet,
the cylindrical orientation can be determined more easily than before annealing. As part
of the annihilation process, the cylindrical microdomains around the grain boundary
reorganize such that the grain boundary becomes less abrupt. It consists of dislocation
arrays and cylinders that turn at right angle. In some regions, the transition from the
perpendicular orientation to the parallel orientation spans over several microdomain
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periods, as shown in the dotted squares in Figure 7.3b. The appearance of the grain
boundary suggests good adhesion between the two grains, as is demonstrated by the
excellent mechanical adhesion of the boundary under the subsequent tensile loading.
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Figure 7.2 The AFM images of the 'T' boundary bicrystal before annealing. (a) The
height image (left) displays a surface variation corresponding to cylinder terraces in the
phase image (right). The brighter regions represent the polystyrene domain while the
darker regions correspond to the PI matrix. (b) The enlarged image shows the cylinder
configurations at the grain boundary with approximate grain boundary width of wgb. In
some regions, the cylinders between the two grains directly connect (i). In some regions,
the two grains are separated by rubbery matrix (ii).
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Figure 7.3 The AFM phase image of the 'T' boundary bicrystal after. (a) The terraces
within the grains as well as at the grain boundary were annihilated into defects. (b) The
enlarged image of the phase image shows the cylinder configurations at the grain
boundary with approximate grain boundary width of wgb. In some regions, the cylinders
of the two grains join directly at the grain boundary (i). In some regions, the transition is
gradual and is at a non-zero angle to the grain boundary plane (ii).
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Figure 7.4 Schematics details of the T-junction grain boundary. Two hexagonally packed
cylinder arrays that belong to the perpendicular grain and the parallel grain meet at the
grain boundary. (a) View of the grain boundary along the y-direction shows that the
ABABA stacking creates a gap between every other layer of cylinders ('A' cylinders
have gaps. 'B' cylinders are joined). (b) Perspective view of the grain boundary. Due to
nature of packing, the B-layer cylinders are connected, while the A-layer cylinders are
separated by the surrounding rubbery matrix.
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7.4 Optical Observation of Asymmetric Tilt Bicrystal Deformation
For optical observation of the deformation, the 'T' bicrystal specimen had
dimensions of 11.5mm x 2.0mm x 0.3mm with the gold grid judicial area of
6.2mm x 2.0mm. The gridlines with grid spacing of 125gm were traced for every
2 grids (250gm) laterally. Due to a slight vertical misplacement of the grids
during sputtering and due to the vagueness of some gridlines, the gridlines were
traced every 3 or 4 grids vertically. The traced optical photographs of the same
area of the 'T' grain boundary at 0% strain and uniaxially stretched to 25%, 50%,
75% and 100% are shown in Figure 7.5.
At 0% strain, the two grains, separated by the grain boundary at right angle, are of
equal length. The perpendicular grain on the left and the parallel grain on the right are
measured to be 756gm long and 779pm long respectively. The cells in both grains have
rectangular shape. At 25% strain, the perpendicular grain expands in the stretching
direction (SD) while the length of the parallel grain appears essentially unchanged. The
lower part of the grain boundary becomes slightly tilted which might be the result of
shear banding. The cloudy white region in the parallel grain comprises densely packed
surface cracks that indicate intense deformation without obvious measurable
displacement underneath the gold layer. At 50% strain, the perpendicular grain is
elongated and shows slight lateral shrinkage that also develops further at 75% and 100%
strains. The shrinkage is suppressed close to the grain boundary so that the grain widths
match up at the grain boundary.
As described in Chapter 4, the 'T' bicrystal exhibit the highest modulus
contrast between the component grains, as the parallel grain is -25x stiffer than
the perpendicular grain. Further strain calculations from the optical images can
provide information on deformation details. The calculations are based on the
image series in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5 The optical images of the 'T' bicrystal specimen at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%,
100% strains. The black dotted lines show the locations of the T 90-0 tilt grain boundary.
Some parts of the gridlines are discontinuous because the TEM grids used in the gold
marking process did not match up perfectly.
The perpendicular grain strain and the parallel grain strain are plotted against the
overall strain in Figure 7.6a, and a series of representative cells in the perpendicular grain
and the parallel grain are compared side by side in Figure 7.6b. The strains of the
component grains along the stretching direction, the longitudinal grain strain (8GL), were
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calculated from grain length within the observed area. The strain in the stiff parallel
grain remains close to zero throughout the experiment while the perpendicular grain
strain increases linearly at approximately twice the overall strain and reaches 197% strain
at 96% overall strain, clearly demonstrating the effect of modulus contrast. For example,
during the first 130% strain of the perpendicular deformation, the material deforms
predominantly through rubbery extension, then after kink banding occurs at around 130%
strain, and shearing and cylinder reorientation also become part of the deformation
process [10].
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Figure 7.6 Progression of the deformation of the perpendicular grain and the parallel
grain of the 'T' bicrystal. (a) Grain strain (8GL) in the SD vs. overall strain (Eo) for the
perpendicular and the parallel grain. (b) The deformation of the representative cells of the
perpendicular grain and the parallel grain at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% strains.
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These mechanisms are preferred to the cylinder breakups in the parallel grain. As
a result all the deformation takes place in the perpendicular. Although the onset of shear
banding is observed through diagonal trails of surface ruptures, the propagation of the
shear bands through necking is not noticeable. In other words, the 'T' bicrystal
deformation prolongs the parallel deformation process such that its evolution occurs at a
seemingly lower strain rate.
The homogeneity of the deformation within the grain can be examined by
examining the individual cell strains. The homogeneity is reflected through the
consistency between the measurements at different locations. A large fraction of the cells
appear slightly distorted from rectangular likely as a result of slight initial misorientation
of the microdomains in the perpendicular grain or some shear banding in the parallel
grain. Since the shear components are small, they neglected. The perpendicular grain
cell strains along the SD (ECL) were measured at different locations (given as ratios to the
original specimen width) and are plotted against the overall strain (E o) in Figure 7.7. The
curves are very close except for the curve that corresponds to the region nearest to the
grain boundary that always displays the lowest strain. For the region very close to the
grain boundary, the deformation is nonuniform. However, the region is too small to
obtain an accurate strain measurement through the available gridlines, which also become
less distinguishable at large strain.
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Figure 7.7 Local strain measurements using cell dimensions for the Perpendicular grain
(FGL) VS. overall specimen strain (so) for various distances away form the grain boundary.
The overall strain in the perpendicular grain is also shown for comparison.
The shrinkage of the two grains along the y-direction (EGT), as a consequence of
the extension along the SD, was calculated from the specimen width at the distance
initially equal to one specimen width away from the grain boundary. The measured
location was scaled with increasing strain accordingly. These locations are far enough
from the grain boundary such that the specimen width no longer changes with the
distance. As shown in the plot in Figure 7.8, the calculated contraction depends on the
inherent mechanical properties of each grain. As a result of larger expansion in the
perpendicular grain, the perpendicular grain shrinks along the y-direction more than the
parallel grain does. The initial contraction along y-direction is expected to be small since
the stiff PS cylinders oppose contraction, unlike the shrinkage along z-direction that is
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uninhibited (v,,ý0 and Vxy-l). However, once kinking starts, the resistance to shrinkage
along ^j is released. As the true strain in the perpendicular grain is twice as much as the
apparent overall strain, the onset of kinking should fall in between 50%-75% overall
strain. The plot demonstrates the predicted behavior as cGT, the specimen width, declines
abruptly around that strain range.
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Figure 7.8 Grain strain (contraction) along the y-direction (EGT) vs. overall strain (6o) for
the perpendicular and the parallel grain.
In general, within the experimental strain range, the stiff parallel grain is
comparable to a grip or a fixed boundary for the perpendicular grain. The perpendicular
grain experiences the end effect as described by Saint Venant's Principle [50,53]. The
area of the perpendicular grain that is influenced by the grain boundary and the parallel
grain is the transition area that bridges the grain boundary to the uniformly deformed part
of the perpendicular grain. Thus the specimen width in the transition region changes with
the distance away from the boundary. Within this region, the perpendicular grain cannot
shrink freely. Consequently, kinking, which occurs as the result of shrinkage of the
incompressible rubbery matrix, is retarded to higher strain.
The extent of boundary of the influenced area can be approximated by the
location where the specimen width becomes constant. The approximate correlation
length, or the distance from the grain boundary to the influenced-area boundary, was
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measured from the optical photographs and plotted in Figure 7.9. The correlation length
increases with the overall strain. The influenced zone covers approximately the same
region, which expands with strain. Although the data points are too few to conclude that
the behavior is linear, the approximation of the correlation distance with respect to the
original width will be useful for the in situ SAXS deformation experiment. Thus, the
correlation distance for the T bicrystal is considerably smaller compared to the other
types of the grain boundaries.
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Figure 7.9 The correlation distances (4) in the perpendicular grain vs. overall specimen
strain (Qo). The correlation distance is measured from the grain boundary to the point
where y-contraction becomes constant.
In general, the deformation of the 'T" bicrystal demonstrates the influence of
modulus incompatibility between the two grains. The contrast is so large that the stiff
grain remains almost unchanged while the soft grain deforms at approximately twice as
much as the overall applied strain. Particularly for the perpendicular grain, the shrinkage
becomes significant after 50% overall strain, given that the two grains' lengths are equal.
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7.5 In situ Small Angle X-Ray Scattering Observation of Asymmetric
'T' Bicrystal Deformation
For the in-situ SAXS experiment, the 'T' bicrystal specimen dimension was
8.1mm x 3.0mm x 0.4mm. Given the rather small influence zone near the grain
boundary, the x-ray patterns were taken at the grain boundary and at the following
distances from the grain boundary: 75pm, 150gm and 300jpm. The distances of the x-ray
spot from the grain boundary were scaled up by a factor of 2 with the increasing strain for
the perpendicular grain, but they were made fixed for the parallel grain as described in
Section 3.3.3 and Figure 3.3. The x-ray beam size was 150gm. The schematics of the
specimen along with the x-ray beam locations, drawn to scale, are given in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10 The 'T' bicrystal geometry for the in situ x-ray experiment with the cylinder
orientation shown on top. The x-ray exposed spots are illustrated by hollow circles at
Otm, +150mun and +3001m from the grain boundary. The ±75[tm locations are omitted
to avoid overlap.
The diffraction patterns of the deformation series across the 90-0 'T' grain
boundary are shown in Figure 7.11a-b. At 0% strain, the well-aligned single crystal like
texture is reflected in the array of sharp spots. The diffraction pattern of the grain
boundary with Bragg peaks labeled is given in Figure 7.11 a(i). With increasing strain, the
set of horizontal diffraction peaks in the perpendicular grain contracts, while the set of
vertical peaks in the stiff parallel grain remains essentially unchanged.
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Figure 7.11 la Deformation series of the 'T' bicrystal from 0% input
strain to 150% input strain, at 0, +75, +150tm and +300jtm from
the grain boundary as indicated in the schematics. The given
positions are for 0% strain. The distances of the x-ray spots are
scaled up as described in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.3. The
perpendicular grain is on the left (negative distance) of the grain
boundary (0pgm) and the parallel grain is on the right (positive
distance). (i)The enlarged diffraction pattern at the grain boundary
at 0% strain shows three Bragg peaks: 1,,r3 and 7.
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Figure 7.1 lb Deformation series of the 'T' bicrystal from 200% strain to 400% strain.
The figure shows the diffraction patterns at 0, ±75, ±150tm and ±300p.m from the grain
boundary as indicated in the schematics. The perpendicular grain is on the left (negative
distance) of the grain boundary (0•m) and the parallel grain is on the right (positive
distance). The characteristic 'X' pattern for perpendicular grain is shown for 400%
overall strain [10]
7.5.1 Perpendicular grain
As noted in the optical observation, for this bicrystal system, the deformation
process predominantly takes place in the much softer perpendicular domain. As the
sample is stretched, the x-ray patterns clearly demonstrate the perpendicular domain
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period increasing with applied strain. To account for the unchanged period of the rigid
parallel microdomain, the microscopic strain in the perpendicular grain is - 2sinput due to
shorter effective gauge length Leff = Lo/2, as explained in Equation set 4.4 in Chapter 4.
In order to quantify the progression of the deformation, each SAXS intensity
pattern was integrated over an azimuthal angle of 360" of to obtain the peak positions vs.
the 20 angle. The resulting set of peak positions, which correspond to the average
microdomain period within the exposed volume, are used for the microscopic strain
calculation. The microscopic strain (ex) is plotted against the applied strain (ci) in Figure
7.12. The microscopic strains at all of the perpendicular grain locations increase linearly
with the input strain (ci), and the microscopic strain at 150gm and 300gm away from the
boundary also exceeds the input strain. However, the microscopic strains at these
locations are not as large as expected, which would be double that of the input strain,
because the locations are still quite close to the grain boundary and their deformation is
significantly constrained by the parallel grain, as illustrated in the optical experiment
section.
In fact, all three locations (75gm, 150gm and 300gtm from the grain boundary) lie
within the correlation distance calculated from the optical images. Although the
empirical correlation distance derived in the optical experiment is an approximate, it can
be deduced that these sampled locations are strongly influenced by the grain boundary
and cannot reach the expected 2si value. Yet, the curves show that there is a strain
gradient; microscopic strain gradually rises with the distance from the grain boundary
towards the homogenously deformed area, suggesting that further into the perpendicular
grain, the microdomain spacing would increase such that the overall strain of the sample
equals the input strain.
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Figure 7.12 The microscopic strain (cm) vs. input strain (qi) for the perpendicular side of
the 90-0 T grain boundary at various locations: at 75Cjm, 150tm and 300 lam from the
boundary and for the affine deformation.
Alternately, we can also observe the deformation gradient in the perpendicular
grain through the azimuthal width of the arcing peaks, as kinking of the cylinders induces
arcing of the Bragg peaks and eventual formation of an "X" pattern. Due to macroscopic
constraint at the boundary, i.e. the rigidity of the parallel grain, the contraction in y-
direction that would induce buckling is prohibited in the perpendicular region next to the
boundary. Far from the boundary, the perpendicular region is less constrained;
compression and presence of inherent defects, e.g. dislocations, nucleates the instability
and buckling starts out normally at 130% strain [8,10]. A gradient in the onset of
buckling extends from the grain boundary into the perpendicular side, which can be
quantified by examination of FWHM of the 1, F~f, andJr7 peaks.
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Figure 7.13a The FWHM of the 1, [3, andli diffraction peaks for the perpendicular
grain of the T bicrystal for various input strains at various distances from the grain
boundary (4): at 0, 75pm, 150pm and 300pm. Note the true strain at the distance for
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Figure 7.13b The FWHM of the diffraction peaks for perpendicular grain of the T
bicrystal for various input strains at various distances from the grain boundary (4): at 0,
75ptm, 150pm, 300pm and 1000pm.
The FWHM of the perpendicular peaks vs. sample location at various strains are
given in Figure 7.13a. Since the FWHM of the peaks, which signify the buckling
progress, increases with the distance into the perpendicular grain, the buckling advances
likewise. There is an exception at the 0%strain and 40%strain where the FWHM at the
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grain boundary exceeds that at the other locations due to inherent misorientation of the
microdomain structure at the grain boundary from processing. At other strains, after the
initial increase, the extent of buckling seems to level off with the distance away from the
grain boundary as expected. At 400% strain, the x-ray pattern at 5mm away from the
boundary (lmm away at 0%) displays a fully developed "X" formation. The FWHM of
the pattern at this location is also plotted in Figure 7.13b. The plot illustrates that the
grain boundary influence on the perpendicular grain deformation behavior diminishes
within a short distance (5 400gm) away from the grain boundary.
7.5.2 Parallel grain
Within the experimental strain range, the much stiffer parallel grain barely
deforms. From the stress strain curve, as the two grains bare the same load, while the
perpendicular grain deformation has advanced to as much as 200% strain for 100%
applied strain, the parallel grain has only reached a few percent strain. During the first
stage of the parallel deformation, the microdomain structure experience large tension
along the PS cylinder axis. Some of the cylinders thin down or even fracture, resulting in
the appearance of shear bands as observed in the optical section. However, the stress is
not large enough for the band to propagate through the width or for the parallel grain to
neck. The small fracture or thinning of the cylindrical domain in a small fraction of the
sampled volume does not affect the scattering pattern, and thus these phenomena are not
noticeable through SAXS.
At larger strains (more than 100% strain), the diffraction pattern of the parallel
grain at the grain boundary shows vertically elongated oval passing through the pre-
existing Bragg's peaks. According to Honeker, this type of diffraction pattern
corresponds to the parallel deformation at more than 60% strain where the cylinder
fracture becomes substantial [8]. In fact, the necking starts off as a local process
[12,13,36]. The overall strain that corresponds to the observed diffraction pattern could
range from above 10% strain, where the yielding occurs, to any higher strain for a purely
parallel grain. It depends whether the x-ray exposes the neck-propagated area, or the
drawn region, or not. Regardless of the true strain it is equivalent to, the fact that the
trace of cylinder fracture appears near the grain boundary but not the rest of the parallel
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grain shows that the deformed perpendicular grain affects that parallel region. Although
the perpendicular deformation near the grain boundary is small compared with the region
away from the grain boundary, the perpendicular deformation that involves rubbery
extension enhances the deformation of the adjacent parallel microdomain that is already
under large tensile stress. With increasing strain, the cylinder fractures intensify as
shown in the increase of the oval diffraction intensity.
At 400% strain, the observed scattering pattern that corresponds to cylinder
breakups also arise from the locations further into the parallel grain: at 75pm and 150pm.
Such occurrence signals the propagation of the damaged region into the grain, the on set
of neck propagation that starts off at the grain boundary. The Poisson effect in the
perpendicular grain, the y-contraction after kinking, also assists the tapering of the
parallel grain near the boundary.
In series:
a11 = O'. = O i
Ell+ 6 , =Ei
At 400% strain, the strain in the perpendicular would have reach -800% strain
where the stress rises as high as the stress required for the parallel grain to neck
(oll = ao at E,=800%). The stress is significant to initiate PS cylinders necking and
breakups in the parallel grain. At the grain boundary, the microdomain orders of both
parallel grain and perpendicular grain are almost completely destroyed due to intensive
cylinder fracture. The grain boundary is indeed a weak point that triggers the parallel
deformation process.
7.6 Summary
The 'T' bicrystal illustrates the influence of modulus contrast between the
constituent grains on deformation. Within the experimental strain range, the soft
perpendicular grain deforms twice the input strain while the rigid parallel grain hardly
deforms. As a fixed boundary to the perpendicular grain, the grain boundary protects the
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perpendicular region close to it such that the expected deformation corresponding to
double the applied strain is hindered. While deformation of the T (90-0) grain boundary
is retarded adjacent to the grain boundary but it advances with distance from the grain
boundary. From the optical experiment, the influenced region is small; the correlation
distance (< 400gam) is short compared to the other types of grain boundaries. Moreover,
unlike other grain boundaries, the influenced region is symmetric across the specimen
equator. Even though the parallel grain appears to be almost stationary, the region close
to the grain boundary is influenced by the deformation of the perpendicular grain through
microdomain extension and y-contraction. Intensive PS cylinder rupture is noticeable
and appears to advance into the parallel grain at large strain (400%). However,
prominent necking has not been reached.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions and Future Work
The investigation of the three types of bicrystal with corresponding single grain
boundaries has shown that the incompatibility between the component grains as well as
the grain boundary structure has a large impact on the bicrystal's deformation behavior.
From the macroscopic point of view, the two grains are incompatible due to unique
mechanical behaviors, described by the respective directionally dependent stress-strain
curves. These inherent properties indicate the relative differences in the extent of
deformation between the two grains. However, the deformation of a bicrystal is not
solely the superposition of the single grains' homogeneous deformation, as one might
picture that each of the differently oriented grains deforms in a unique single-crystal-like
fashion. The coupling of the two highly anisotropic (Ell/EL-25-100) bodies brings about
edge boundary constraints, which are not as prominent in the other types of materials
such as metals and ceramics (Emax/Emin -2.5-3). Each grain of the bicrystal is affected by
the distinct deformation behavior its adjacent grain. Most intensified at the grain
boundary, the effect of this incompatibility opposes the normal single-crystal
deformation. The combination of the end constraints and the inherent single grain
behavior causes inhomogeneous deformation gradients in the component grains. From
the microscopic point of view, another type of incompatibility that arises from the grain
boundary structure itself also influences the deformation of the bicrystal. For each type
of the grain boundary, the macroscopic incompatibility (modulus contrast), the end-
constraint incompatibility, and the microscopic deformation modes incompatibility are
summarized in the next section.
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Symmetric 45-45 grain boundary
The symmetric 45-45 bicrystal is comprised of two diagonal grains and has no
inherent modulus or Poisson ratio contrast, but the end-constraint incompatibility due to
oppositely oriented grains creates a distinct deformation zone next to the grain boundary.
Paradoxically, the influence of the equal modulus, equal Poisson ratio grain boundary is
the most prominent among the 3 types of grain boundary studied since the
incompatibility effect radiates a deformation gradient in both the stretching direction
(SD) (X) and along the grain boundary direction (5). The influence zone can be
approximated as a right-angle triangle having the grain boundary as the triangle base and
with the width of the grain as the triangular height. Thus, the correlation distance of this
symmetric-grain boundary influence zone varies along the grain boundary (y-direction)
with the maximum extent of influence equal to the width of the sample. The deformation
within the influence region is distinct from that of a regular diagonal single crystal
specimen: the microdomain units are mostly rotated and barely extended along the SD.
With increasing strain, the influence zone migrates along £ and ^ with the strain, but
basically covers the same region of the specimen. The influence zone coverage is
therefore approximately stationary with applied strain.
Due to anisotropy of the deforming grains, each region along the grain boundary
experiences different stress states. On one end of the grain boundary, where the cylinders
from each grain converge, the material is under high tension. On the other end of the
grain boundary, the material is under compression. These stress states are alleviated by
the displacement of the grain boundary along the y-direction. This displacement causes a
protrusion of the region under compression and a gap below the region under tension.
Beside the incompatibility due to mechanical anisotropy, the bicrystal is also
influenced by the grain boundary structure. The symmetric tilt grain boundary prohibits
the microdomain from shearing into either direction, because the cylinders are connected,
but they are oppositely oriented. Moreover, since the rubbery matrix is incompressible,
the region along the grain boundary barely contracts along the y-direction in response to
the x-extension; the grain boundary length remains essentially unchanged during the
entire deformation (up to 100% strain for the optical experiment).
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Asymmetric 90-45 grain boundary
The asymmetric 90-45 bicrystal is comprised of a perpendicular and a diagonal
grain with comparable moduli, but with different Poisson ratios and different deformation
modes. These features serve to alter the deformation behavior of each grain near the
grain boundary. The perpendicular grain is more affected by the shearing of the diagonal
grain than the other way around.
In order to conform to the rotated edge of the diagonal grain, the region of the
perpendicular grain near the boundary experiences extra expansion. The SAXS
experiment also illustrates the cylinders in the perpendicular grain tilting towards the
diagonal grain, which is in agreement with the optical observation where the
perpendicular grain is pulled unevenly and the grain boundary rotates around an axis
perpendicular to the film (z-axis). The excessive microdomain expansion in the
perpendicular grain advances the deformation process in this influence region such that
kinking sets off at an overall applied strain of approximately only 40%, much earlier than
kinking in the rest of the perpendicular grain region (-130%), and the initial tilting of the
cylinders near the grain boundary causes the kinking to be asymmetric. The difference in
Poisson's ratio between the grains also likely enhances this kinking process, since the
diagonal grain contracts more than the perpendicular grain along the y-direction (Vxy90-0,
Vx4 5-_0.5). The perpendicular grain that normally deforms affinely up to 130% strain
where kinking occurs, is significantly affected by the grain boundary and the diagonal
grain.
For the perpendicular grain, the extent of the influence zone along the SD (J)
(the correlation distance) varies along the grain boundary ( ^) and expands with
increasing strain. The variation along y-direction is due to the required grain adjustment
to connect up with the tilting edge of the diagonal grain. With increasing strain, the edge
of the diagonal grain tilts further such that a larger portion of the perpendicular grain
experiences this uneven stretch and the influence region thus expands. Even though a
larger area is influenced by the grain boundary with increasing strain, the deformation
gradient is large and only the region near the grain boundary, less than the width of the
specimen (w), is strongly impacted.
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For the diagonal grain, the deformation is not much affected by the grain
boundary. In comparison with the symmetric (45-45) tilt grain boundary, the triangular
constraint region can deform more against the soft rubbery perpendicular grain than
against the oppositely oriented (and oppositely sheared) diagonal grain in the 45-45
situation. The deformation of the influence region involves slight normal expansion of
the rubbery matrix in addition to shearing, which is hindered near the grain boundary.
Although the effect of the grain boundary is little and the deformation gradient is very
small, the influence region in the diagonal grain can be defined with the average of the
correlation distance approximately equal to the specimen width. The influence region
also appears to contract slightly with increasing strain.
Similar to the symmetric grain boundary, the asymmetric grain boundary structure
protects the microdomain from deformation. The diagonal grain is prohibited from
shearing because the cylinders in both grains are connected at the grain boundary. While
the rest of the bicrystal is contracting along the y-direction, the grain boundary length is
approximately unchanged due to tilting.
'T' 90-0 grain boundary
The asymmetric 90-0 bicrystal is composed of a soft perpendicular grain and a
stiff parallel grain with the largest modulus and Poisson ratio contrast of all 3 types of
grain boundary explored. As a result, the perpendicular grain deforms extensively, i.e.
twice the apparent input strain (for specimen with equal grain length). The perpendicular
deformation is thus advanced for a given input strain of the whole bicrystal. The stiff
parallel grain that hardly deforms acts as a stationary boundary for the perpendicular
grain, such that the grain boundary is also fixed. Despite the progressive deformation
within most of the perpendicular grain, next to the boundary the perpendicular grain is
influenced by the end effect of the rigid parallel grain, such that this region under-
deforms and kinking occurs at a larger perpendicular grain strain than for a single crystal
specimen. The influence of the T grain boundary produces a deformation gradient in the
perpendicular grain, which is evident in the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the
Bragg peaks. The onset of kinking can be detected by monitoring the peak width along
the azimuthal angle (i.e. FWHM of the peaks). The FWHM is larger for the region
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further away from the boundary, which is indicative of more advanced deformation. The
influence region of the perpendicular grain for the T (90-0) grain boundary is quite short
compared with the correlation distance in other types of grain boundary and is
independent of position along y .
For the 'T' grain boundary, the boundary structure hardly affects the deformation
of each grain. The microstructure of the T boundary only involves few microdomain
periods, unlike the other diagonal-composed grain boundaries where many cylinders join
across the boundaries. At large bicrystal input strain, the whole perpendicular grain
would have undergone kinking and the connected cylinders at the grain boundary could
have been broken up. It is likely that the 'T' grain boundary is prone to rupture as it
connects the dilating perpendicular microdomain to the rigid parallel microdomain. The
stress state corresponding that large strain of the perpendicular grain might be sufficient
to cause micro-necking into the parallel grain.
The study of the three bicrystals well illustrates the strong influence of the grain
boundary and compatibility constraints of the anisotropic grains on the overall sample
deformation behavior. Table 8.1 summarizes the deformation of the influence zone and
the approximate correlation distance for each grain for the three grain boundaries. In
general, the macroscopic modulus contrast forces the softer grain to deform initially and
thus be advanced in deformation, given that the bicrystal overall strain is the reference.
Under this consideration, the modulus contrast can accelerate or retard the deformation of
each grain with respect to the overall bicrystal strain, but it does not affect the
deformation modes or the deformation mechanisms in each grain. Indeed, a portion of
the grain undergoes normal single grain deformation. However, the grain is influenced
by the grain boundary and the adjacent grain. The end boundary constraints put this
influence region into a stress state that is either lower or higher than the average stress
state of the normal single grain deformation due to the anisotropy of the individual grains
and the relative orientation of the grains. Also when gradients along the boundary (5 )
develop the stress state can be complex. Thus in some parts of the influence region with
larger-than-average stress state, the deformation is advanced, while the area within the
smaller-than-average stress state, the deformation is retarded. The structure of the grain
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boundary itself also plays a role in deformation. In most cases, the structure of the grain
boundary is preserved because the deformation of misoriented grains usually occurs
asynchronously. Evidently, the vertical dimension or the length of the grain boundaries
does not change much with deformation although the grain boundary is displaced in the
symmetric 45-45 bicrystal or rotated in the asymmetric 90-45 bicrystal. The joining of
two differently oriented microdomains creates a complex grain boundary structure, which
might be thought of as a separate entity with distinctive deformation from the rest of the
bicrystal.
Grain Orientation(*) Correlation 'A' Influence Zone 'B' Influence Zone
Boundary Type Grain Grain Distance Deformation Deformation
A B
Symmetric +45 -45 A -w Displaced, apex: higher compressive
B w deformation, gap: tension, lower deformation
Asymmetric 90 45 A- w Advanced asymmetric Little affected
B- 0 kinking
T 90 0 A - 400[tm Retarded Neck initiated from GB
B - 0 Kinking at large deformation
Table 8.1 The three tilt grain boundary types are compared in terms of the correlation
distances and deformation behavior of the influence zones of each of the component
grains, 'A' and 'B'. w= specimen width.
From the results of the bicrystal studies, we can try to extend our understanding to
the polygranular regime. However, there are many factors and differences to be taken
into consideration. First, a polygranular structure consists of many types of grain
boundaries: tilt, twist, and mixed. Moreover, the force direction relative to the grain
boundary plane can be at any angle. In our experiments, we only focused on pure tilt
grain boundaries with the boundary plane normal to the stretching direction. Second, the
diameters of grains in real polygranular block copolymers are on the order of a few
micrometers, whereas our experimental grains are in the order of a few millimeters (103
jim). Third, the typical grain in a polygranular specimen has a polygonal shape and on
average maybe equiaxed compared to our experimental grain that has the length to width
ratio much larger than one (x-dimension/y-dimension - 1-2) regardless of the
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microdomain orientation. Studies of bulk polygranular lamellar specimens show that the
grains are oval shaped with the lamellar-plane normal dimension longer than the lamellar
in-plane dimension, but little is known about average grain shape in the cylindrical
system [18]. The grains in a cylindrical block copolymer specimen may be mostly
elongated in the direction normal to the cylinder axis based on the lamellar system but the
grain shape in an as-cast specimen cannot be presently defined.
The existence of various types of boundaries in a polygranular structure produces
more constraints to the system. In our current studies, the tilt grain boundaries are loaded
normal to the boundary plane such that the grains are arranged in series. Other
alternative grain structures that might be simple to explore are twist grain boundaries
loaded normal to the boundary plane and tilt or twist grain boundaries loaded parallel to
the boundary plane as shown in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1 Representative bicrystals: (a) tilt grain boundary in a series arrangement as
studied in this thesis; (b) twist grain boundary in a series arrangement; (c) tilt grain
boundary a parallel arrangement. (d) twist grain boundary in a parallel arrangement.
For the series arrangement of the grains, the load is the same in all component
grains and the deformation is shared among the component grains. For the twist grain
boundary, the effect of boundary constraints imposed by misoriented anisotropic grains is
the result of Poisson ratio mismatch between the two grains. We might expect that the
deformation in each grain is enhanced by the other, since the y-contraction (in the right
grain) would promote cylinder buckling and further extension in the left grain, and vice
versa. The twist grain boundary structure itself is not expected to have much influence
because the connectivity of the two grains' microdomain structure is confined within a
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few microdomain periods from the boundary and the grain-grain connectivity is not
directly coupled to the glassy cylinders.
For the parallel arrangement of the grains, the load is shared and the strains are
same for all the component grains. For both tilt and twist grain boundaries in general, a
soft grain would be constrained (i.e. "protected") from deformation by an adjacent stiff
grain. The boundary effects due to anisotropic deformation of mismatched grains can
lead to a variety of deformation behavior that could certainly be further explored.
In terms of grain size and grain shape, the real polygranular structure probably is
mostly affected by the aspect ratio rather than the absolute size of the grain. From the
deformation experiments on tilt grain boundaries, the dimension of influence regions in
the symmetric (45-45) tilt grain boundary and the asymmetric (90-45) tilt grain boundary
scales with the width of the grain. For this type of system, although the real grain size in
an as-cast specimen is much smaller than the grain size for the model bicrystal, its
influence region will be smaller as well. The anisotropy of the grain dictates the fraction
of the grain that is influenced by the grain boundary and the adjacent grain: if the length
is relatively small compared to the width (i.e. T (90-0) grain boundary), the entire grain
or a large portion of the grain will be under the influence. For the influence region
whose correlation distance is independent of the grain width, the average grain size
dictates the impact of the grain boundary on the deformation of the grain. Below a
certain grain size (i.e. -100pm), the entire grain is influenced by the grain boundary and
the adjacent grain.
In a polycrystalline system, each grain would experience a highly complex stress
state. The anisotropy of the microdomain structure in block copolymers complicates the
matter compared to metals and ceramics. For metals, the deformation of a polycrystalline
system involves strain hardening due to dislocation pileup. Even though there are
preferred sheared directions and planes (slip systems) along which the dislocations move,
all grains deform essentially the same way, with the same deformation mechanisms. For
ceramics, the deformation of a polycrystalline system also involves preferred slip
systems. At elevated temperature, creep and fracture are related to grains and grain
boundaries, and all grains proceed with the same deformation mechanisms. For block
copolymer, various types of incompatibility arise from misoriented anisotropic grains.
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The incompatibility impacts from all the neighboring grains contribute to the deformation
of a grain. The bicrystal deformation experiments illustrate much of the influences of
grain boundary and incompatibility factors. However, these bicrystal systems are still a
small subset of a more complex grain boundary network and more research must be done
to fully understand the roles of the grain boundaries and the incompatibility between the
highly anisotropic grains in glassy cylindrical domain-rubbery matrix block copolymers.
Suggestions on Future Work
The experimental procedures in this thesis can be modified to provide further
insights into the bicrystal systems. For the SAXS experimental procedure, it is
worthwhile to have a much smaller focused beam. A smaller beam affords higher spatial
resolution of deformation gradients but one needs to sample at least 10's of periods in
order to obtain well-defined diffraction spots so as to be able to follow the evolution of
the microstructure. Also, the exposure time will be quite lengthy due to the much weaker
intensity of a small beam. For a period of 30nm, this would indicate a beam size of
around ltm. As evident from the symmetric (45-45) samples, the deformation gradient
can be two-dimensional so that the specimen should be probed not only along the x-
direction, but also along the y-direction. Higher resolution experimental data for the T
grain boundary as well as systematic patterns taken at greater distance (>300pm) from
the boundary would also confirm and quantify the correlation distance for this type of
grain boundary.
Modification to the bicrystal and the experimental setup will also broaden the
scope of knowledge on the study of grain boundaries and incompatibility. As mentioned
earlier, the bicrystals can be made of other types of grain boundaries such as twist grain
boundaries. The loading arrangement can be made parallel other than the series. The
grain boundary orientation with respect to the stretching direction can be at any angle.
Moreover, varying the aspect ratio of the grains would justify the dependence of the
correlation distances on the grain width. The bicrystal can also be modified into a
tricrystal where the middle grain is influenced by two neighboring grains. The impact of
the neighboring grains and the correlation distance can be examined by varying the size
of the middle grain. For these various types of measurement, computer simulation
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would become very useful since different specimen dimensions can be surveyed
conveniently and the various types of response can be predicted to enhance the
experimental program.
Additional experiments involve varying different parameters. First, by varying
molecular weight, the microdomain structure would yield a different period spacing,
which can be used in the study of the effect of microdomain size on the deformation.
Indeed, use of molecular weight of >106 g/mol can provide much thicker microdomains
that can be observed with a confocal microscope. Dimensions of the PI matrix and the
PS cylinders can also be varied by swelling homopolymer in one or both of the blocks to
study the size effect and free homopolymer on the deformation. Moreover, the
mechanical properties of each block (PS and PI) can be varied by changing the
deformation rate and the temperature, or by cross-linking of the PI matrix. Obviously a
study of ID periodic lamellar grain boundaries and 3D periodic double gyroid grain
boundaries would prove both interesting and challenging. Finally, different chain
architectures, e.g. miktoarm A/B diblocks, provide alternatives in the material system.
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APPENDIX A
Bicrystal Simulation
The simulations for the three types of bicrystal, each containing a specific grain
boundary, were performed using a finite element program by COMSOL®. The 2D
bicrystal model is composed of two representative grains, each containing alternating
layers of PS and PI microdomains aligned at a desired orientation to capture the
anisotropic properties of the grains. The approximate volume fractions of the PS and the
PI components of 1:2 are reflected on the ratio of the layer thickness in the 2D model.
The simulation setup, which includes dimensions, material properties, boundary
conditions and solver parameters, is given below.
Bicrystal Model Dimensions
Polystyrene (PS) layer thickness: 10nm
Polyisoprene (PI) layer thickness: 20nm
Grain size: 2gtm x l m
Bicrystal size: 4.pm x 1 pm
Material Properties
Polystyrene (PS)
Polyisoprene (PI)
Material type: Isotropic
Young's modulus: 3 x 106 Pa
Poisson ratio: 0.33
Material type: Neo-hookean
Shear modulus: lx 106 Pa
Bulk modulus: 3 x 106 Pa
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Note the low input value for bulk modulus. With the normal bulk modulus (-GPa), when
the PI domain in this 2D layer structure is deformed perpendicular to the lamellar plane
(out of the 2D simulating plane), it would experience very large compressive stress as the
stiff PS plates prohibit the contraction along the z-direction. To imitate the PS cylindrical
structure where surrounding PI matrix enables the contraction along the z-direction,
rather than the lamellar structure, the bulk modulus of the PI is decreased to 3Mpa.
Boundary Conditions
* Left boundary is fixed
* Right boundary is displaced at 10% strain
* Top and bottom boundaries are free
* Linear solver
Output
* Ex normal strain along x-axis (along the SD)
* &y normal strain along y-axis (normal to the SD)
* Exy shear strain
* dy displacement along y-axis
Figure A.1 Simulation of the symmetric (45-45) tilt grain boundary
Figure A.2 Simulation of the asymmetric (90-45) tilt grain boundary
Figure A.3 Simulation of the 'T' asymmetric (90-0) tilt grain boundary
(a) The initial condition. The red stripes represent the PS domain, while the while the
white stripes represent the PI domain.
(b) Meshed structure
(c) Surface plot of x,
(d) Surface plot of y
(e) Surface plot of Exy
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